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Preface
Our employees are our most valuable assets. It is our policy that every person is entitled to a safe and healthful
place in which to work.
Establishment and maintenance of a safe environment is the shared responsibility between the employer and
employees at all levels of the organization. To this end, every reasonable effort will be made in achieving the goal
of accident prevention and health preservation.
Our philosophy is oriented toward affirmative control and minimization of risk to the greatest extent possible. We
have a basic responsibility to make the safety of employees a part of our concern. We will be counting on you to
do your part in making our program an effective one.
The success of Sterling Spring will depend not only on production and sales, but also how safely each job is
performed. There is neither a job so important nor any service so urgent that we cannot take time to work safely.
Sterling Spring will aggressively pursue a plan to minimize pain and suffering of an injured worker, and return
him/her to active work duties as soon as possible.
We consider the safety of our personnel to be of prime importance, and we expect your full cooperation in making
our program effective.
Sincerely,
Bob Dickinson
Sterling Spring
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Goals of the Safety Program
An effective occupational, health and safety program will be maintained. This program is basic to the principles of
safe operations and requirements of our business. The company in keeping with these principles and goals will
provide qualified personnel and adequate facilities and equipment.
The following principles are fundamental to a successful operation:
1.

Appropriate programs need to be implemented to protect employee health and safety and to minimize
human suffering.
2. Occupational injuries and illnesses are preventable.
3. Management seeks to define, initiate and maintain programs and procedures to prevent injuries and
illnesses.
4. Continuing scrutiny of programs and ongoing employee training and education in occupational health and
safety are essential program elements.
5. Minimize health and safety risks by providing safe and healthful work environments, preventing unsafe
acts and controlling exposures to health and safety hazards in the workplace.
6. Provide and assure appropriate health and safety programs exist and are in the place.
7. Control health hazards in the workplace and assure that employees are informed of hazards and how to
protect themselves from needless exposure.
8. Communicate to employees all mandated medical findings and advise appropriate actions to be taken.
9. Maintain medical records in a confidential manner.
10. Assure all managers and employees have received orientation, instruction and training in health, safety
and environmental protection matters.
11. Require that all health, safety, environmental protection and loss control practices, standards, laws and
regulations be observed relating to people, facilities, materials, processes, wastes and the environment.
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Assignment of Responsibility
Management Staff will be responsible for the establishment of policy and program implementation including:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

At the direction of the President, reviewing and approving safety programs designed to meet the goals of
the company.
Implementation of the safety program through motivation, training, counseling and enforcement.
Initiating compliance or all safety program elements applicable to his/her area.
Identifying hazards through safety inspections and develop timely counter measures.
Training subordinates in accident prevention and safe work habits.
Timely accident investigation and reporting, including paperwork and countermeasures.
Insure that all powered equipment complies with all appropriate safety regulations and is locked
out/tagged out of service including a work order for repairs and date of expected completion) when not in
compliance with safety standards.

Sterling Spring Employees will be responsible for the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Learning and complying with all safety and health rules and regulations applicable to their work. It is their
further responsibility to support the company in providing a safe place to work, and to protect themselves
and co-workers against injuries or illnesses.
Reporting all safety and health hazards to supervisors and taking all necessary actions to establish an
immediate temporary control off the hazard until permanent control can be established.
Immediately reporting all accidents or incidents occurring on the job to their supervisor, including
industrial injury accidents, no matter how slight.
Cooperating and assisting in the investigation of all accidents or incidents.
Utilizing all personal protective equipment provided.
Practicing sanitary health habits.
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1. Electrical Programs
1.1.

Electrical Safety Program

This is Sterling Spring Electrical Safety Program. It meets all OSHA requirements and applies to all our work
operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

Purpose
This program, implements 29 CFR 1910.331, the OSHA standards on electrical safety-related work practices. It sets
forth the safety-related work practices that have been adopted by this company in order to prevent electric shock
or other injuries resulting from either direct or indirect electrical contacts, when work is performed near or on
equipment or circuits which are or may be energized.

Definitions
Qualified Person means a person permitted to work on or near exposed energized parts who has been trained in
and familiar with:






The skills and techniques necessary to distinguish exposed live parts from other parts of electric
equipment;
The skills and techniques necessary to determine the nominal voltage of exposed live parts;
The knowledge, skills and techniques to work safely on energized circuits;
The proper use of special precautionary techniques, personal protective equipment, insulating and
shielding materials, and insulated tools; and
The clearance distances for work performed near overhead lines that are specified in the OSHA standard
that appears in 29 CFR 1910.333(c) and the corresponding voltages to which he will be exposed.

Unqualified Person means a person with little or no training in avoiding the electrical hazards of working on or
near exposed energized parts.
On or near means close enough to exposed line parts (by either personal contact or contact by tools or materials)
for an employee to be exposed to any hazard they present.

Electrical Work in General
Safety-related work practices shall be employed to prevent electric shock or other injuries resulting from either
direct or indirect electrical contacts, when work is performed near or on equipment or circuits that are or may be
energized. Those specific work practices shall be consistent with the nature and extent of the associated electrical
hazards.
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Work on or Near Exposed De-energized Parts
Live parts to which an employee may be exposed shall be de-energized before any employee works on or near
them, unless de-energizing will introduce Additional or Increased Hazards or is Infeasible Due to Equipment Design
or Operational Limitations. Live parts that operate at less than 50 volts to ground need not be de-energized if there
will be no increased exposure to electrical burns or to explosion due to electric arcs.
Examples of increased or additional hazards include interruption of life support equipment, deactivation of
emergency alarm systems, shutdown of hazardous location ventilation equipment, or removal of illumination for
an area.
Examples of work that may be performed on or near energized circuit parts because of infeasibility due to
equipment design or operational limitations include testing of electric circuits that can only be performed with the
circuit energized and work on circuits that form an integral part of a continuous industrial process in a chemical
plant that would otherwise need to be completely shut down in order to permit work on one circuit or piece of
equipment.
Whenever any employee is exposed to contact with parts of fixed electric equipment or circuits that have been deenergized, the circuits energizing the parts shall be locked out, or tagged out, or both in accordance with the
requirements of our Energy Control (Lockout/Tagout) Program as supplemented by the requirements of this
Program. Safe procedures for de-energizing circuits and equipment shall be determined before circuits or
equipment are de-energized.
The circuits and equipment to be worked on shall be disconnected from all electric energy sources. Control circuit
devices, such as push buttons, selector switches, and interlocks, may not be used as the sole means for deenergizing circuits or equipment. Interlocks for electric equipment may not be used as a substitute for lockout and
tagging procedures.
Stored electric energy that might endanger personnel shall be released. Capacitors shall be discharged and high
capacitance elements shall be short-circuited and grounded, if the stored electric energy might endanger
personnel. If the capacitors or associated equipment are handled in meeting the foregoing rule, they shall be
treated as energized.
Stored non-electrical energy in devices that could reenergize electric circuit parts shall be blocked or relieved to
the extent that the circuit parts could not be accidentally energized by the device.
A lock and a tag shall be placed on each disconnecting means used to de-energize circuits and equipment on which
work is to be performed. If a lock cannot be applied, or if the tagging procedures will provide a level of safety
equivalent to that obtained by the use of a lock, a tag may be used without a lock.
A lock without a tag is permissible if all of the following exist: Only one circuit or piece of equipment is deenergized, the lockout period does not extend beyond the work shift, and employees exposed to the hazards
associated with reenergizing the circuit or equipment are familiar with this procedure.
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Whenever a tag is used without a lock it shall be supplemented by at least one additional safety measure that
provides a level of safety equivalent to that obtained by the use of a lock. Examples of additional safety measures
include the removal of an isolating circuit element, blocking of a controlling switch, or opening of an extra
disconnecting device.
Each lock shall be attached so as to prevent persons from operating the disconnecting means unless they resort to
undue force or the use of tools.
Each tag shall contain a statement prohibiting unauthorized operation of the disconnecting means and removal of
the tag.
No work shall be performed on or near de-energized live parts, circuits or equipment until their de-energized
condition has been verified.
Verification of the de-energized condition shall be made as follows:








A qualified person shall operate the equipment operating controls or otherwise verify that the equipment
cannot be restarted.
A qualified person shall use test equipment to test the circuit elements and electrical parts of equipment
to which employees will be exposed and shall verify that the circuit elements and equipment parts are deenergized. The test shall also determine if any energized condition exists as a result of inadvertently
induced voltage or unrelated voltage back feed even though specific parts of the circuit have been deenergized and presumed to be safe.
A qualified person shall conduct tests and visual inspections, as necessary, to verify that all tools, electrical
jumpers, shorts, grounds, and other such devices have been removed, so that the circuits and equipment
can be safely energized.
Employees exposed to the hazards associated with reenergizing the circuit or equipment shall be warned
to stay clear of circuits and equipment.
Each lock and tag shall be removed by the employee who applied it or under his or her direct supervision.

If an employee is absent from the workplace, then the lock or tag may be removed by a qualified person
designated to perform a task provided that:
1.
2.

It is certain that the employee who applied the lock or tag is not available at the workplace, and
That employee is made aware that the lock or tag has been removed before he or she resumes work.

There shall be a visual determination that all employees are clear of the circuits and equipment.
Conductors and parts of electric equipment that have been de-energized have not been locked out or tagged in
accordance with the foregoing rules shall be treated as energized parts, and the requirements will apply to work
on or near them.
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Work on or Near Exposed Energized Parts
No Sterling Spring employee is allowed to perform this task.

Use of Portable Electric Equipment
All cord- and plug- connected electric equipment, flexible cord sets (extension cords), and portable electric
equipment shall be handled in a manner that will not cause damage. Flexible electric cords connected to
equipment may not be used for raising or lowering the equipment. Flexible cords may not be fastened with staples
or otherwise hung in such a fashion as could damage the outer jacket or insulation.
Portable cord- and plug- connected equipment and flexible cord sets (extension cords) shall be visually inspected
before use on any shift for external defects (such as loose parts, deformed and missing pins, or damage to outer
jacket or insulation) and for evidence of possible internal damage (such as pinched or crushed outer jacket).
However, cord- and plug- connected equipment and flexible cord sets (extension cords) which remain connected
once they are put in place and are not exposed to damage need not be visually inspected until they are relocated.
If there is a defect or evidence of damage that might expose an employee to injury, the defective or damaged item
shall be removed from service, and no employee may use it until necessary repair and tests have been made to
render the equipment safe.
Whenever an attachment plug is to be connected to a receptacle (including any on a cord set), the relationship of
the plug and receptacle contacts shall first be checked to ensure that they are of proper mating configurations. A
flexible cord used with grounding-type equipment shall contain an equipment grounding conductor.
Attachment plugs and receptacles may not be connected or altered in a manner that would prevent proper
continuity of the equipment grounding conductor at the point where plugs are attached to receptacles.
Additionally, those devices may not be altered to allow the grounding pole of a plug to be inserted into slots
intended for connection to the current-carrying conductors.
Adapters that interrupt the continuity of the equipment grounding connection may not be used.
Portable electric equipment and flexible cords used in highly conductive work locations (such as those inundated
with water or other conductive liquids), or in job locations where employees are likely to contact water or
conductive liquids, shall be approved for those locations.

Training
Appropriate training will be provided for those employees who face a risk of electric shock that is not reduced to a
safe level by the OSHA electrical installation requirements specified in 29 CFR 1910.332.
Employees who are not qualified persons shall also be trained in and familiar with any electrically related safety
practices not specifically addressed by the 29 CFR 1910.332, OSHA standards but which are necessary for their
safety.
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1.2.

Lockout/Tagout Program

This is Sterling Spring Lockout/Tagout Program. It meets all OSHA requirements and applies to all our work
operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

Introduction
We have adopted this program in order to implement the OSHA standard regulating the control of hazardous
energy (lockout/tagout), 29 C.F.R. 1910.147. That OSHA standard, in 1910.147(c) (1), requires that each employer
shall establish:


A program consisting of energy control procedures, employee training and periodic inspections to ensure
that before any employee performs any servicing or maintenance on a machine or equipment where the
unexpected energizing, start up or release of stored energy could occur and cause injury, the machine or
equipment shall be isolated from the energy source, and rendered inoperative.

Scope
The lockout/tagout program covers the servicing and maintenance of machines and equipment in which the
unexpected energization or start-up of the machines or equipment, or release of stored energy could cause injury
to employees. It establishes minimum performance requirements for the control of such hazardous energy.

Application
The OSHA lockout/tagout standard applies to the control of energy during servicing and/or maintenance of
machines and equipment, but it does not apply to:






Normal production operations unless:
o An employee is required to remove or bypass a guard of other safety device, or
o An employee is required to place any part of his/her body into the point of operation (the area
on a machine or piece of equipment where work is actually performed) or where an associated
danger zone exists during a machine operating cycle.
Minor tool changes and adjustments, and other minor servicing activities that take place during normal
production operations if they are routine, repetitive, and integral to the use of the equipment for
production, provided that the work is performed using alternative measures which provide effective
protection.
Work on cord and plug connected electric equipment for which exposure to the hazards of unexpected
energization or start-up is controlled by unplugging the equipment from the energy source so long as the
plug is under the exclusive control of the employee performing such work.
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Definitions
Affected Employee
An employee whose job requires him/her to operate or use a machine or equipment on which servicing or
maintenance is being performed under lockout or tagout, or whose job requires working in an area in which such
servicing or maintenance is being performed. (The same person can simultaneously are both an affected and an
authorized employee. See the definition of 'Authorized Employee.') Employees who exclusively perform functions
related to normal production operations and who perform servicing and/or maintenance under the protection of
normal machine safeguarding are treated as 'affected' rather than 'authorized' employees. See the discussion
above under Application.
Authorized Employee
A person who locks out or tags out machines or equipment in order to perform the servicing or maintenance on
that machine or equipment. (An authorized employee and an affected employee may be the same person when
the affected employee's duties also include performing maintenance or service on a machine or equipment which
must first be locked out or a tagout system implemented.)
Capable of Being Locked Out
An energy-isolating device is capable of being locked out if it has a hasp or other means of attachment to which, or
through which, a lock can be affixed, or it has a locking mechanism built into it. Other energy isolating devices are
capable of being locked out, if lockout can be achieved without the need to dismantle, rebuild, or replace the
energy isolating device or permanently alter its energy control capability.
Energized
Connected to an energy source or containing residual or stored energy.
Energy Isolating Device
An Energy Isolating Device is a mechanical device that physically prevents the transmission or release of energy.
For example: manually operated electrical circuit breaker, slide gate, slip blind, line valve, blocks or similar devices
with visible indication of the position of the device, disconnect switch, manually operated switch by which the
conductors of a circuit can be disconnected from all ungrounded supply conductors and, in addition, no pole can
be operated independently. (Push buttons, selector switches and similar control circuit type devices are not
energy isolating devices.)
Energy Source
An energy source is any source of electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, chemical, nuclear, thermal or other
energy.
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Lockout
The placement of a lockout device on an energy-isolating device, in accordance with an established procedure,
ensures that the energy isolating device and the equipment being controlled cannot be operated until the lockout
device is removed.
Lockout Device
Device that utilizes a positive means such as a lock and key (or a combination-type lock) to hold an energy isolating
device in a safe position and prevents the energizing of the machine or equipment in order to protect personnel
from injury. Included are blank flanges and bolted slip blinds.
Lock-Out/Tag-Out
Placement of a lock/tag on an energy-isolating device in accordance with established procedure to assure that the
energy-isolating device would not be operated until removal of the lock/tag.
Normal Production Operations
The utilization of a machine or equipment to perform its intended production function is considered Normal
Production Operations.
Other Employee
An employee who does not work on the machinery or equipment that is locked out or tagged out, but whose work
operations are or may be in the area where there are servicing or maintenance operations subject to the
lockout/tagout requirements and procedures.
Servicing and/or Maintenance
Workplace activities such as constructing, installing, setting up, adjusting, inspecting, modifying, and maintaining
and/or servicing machines or equipment. These activities include lubrication, cleaning or un-jamming of machines
or equipment and making adjustments or tool changes, where the employee may exposed to the unexpected
energization or startup of the equipment or release of hazardous energy.
Setting Up
Any work performed to prepare a machine or equipment to perform its normal production operation.
Tagout
The placement of a tagout device on an energy-isolating device, in accordance with an established procedure, to
indicate that the energy isolating device and the equipment that is being controlled, may not be operated until the
tagout device is removed.
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Tagout Device
A tagout device is a prominent warning device, such as a tag and a means of attachment, which can be securely
fastened to an energy isolating device in accordance with an established procedure, to indicate that the energy
isolating device and the equipment being controlled may not be operated until the tagout device is removed.

Employee Responsibilities
1.
2.
3.
4.

Authorized employees are required to lockout and tagout machinery and equipment and restore it to
service in accordance with OSHA requirements and our lockout/tagout procedures.
All employees are required to comply with all obligations, restrictions and limitations imposed upon them
during the use of lockout and tagout.
No employee (other than an authorized employee) shall attempt to start, energize, or use any machine or
piece of equipment that is locked out or tagged out.
Each employee must comply at all times with all provisions of this lockout/tagout program, the OSHA
lockout/tagout standards, and all rules, regulations and orders that are applicable to his/her own actions
and conduct.

Discipline for Non-Compliance
Disciplinary actions will be taken against any employee who fails to observe any rule listed above under 'Employee
Responsibilities,' who does servicing or maintenance work on, or comes within physical contact of, any machinery
or equipment that is required to be locked or tagged out at a time when it has not been properly locked or tagged
out, or who fails to comply with any restriction, limitation or obligation imposed by our lockout/tagout program
and procedures or by OSHA lockout/tagout requirements.
Any foreman, supervisor or official of management, as soon as he/she becomes aware of any such failure, shall
ensure that action is taken.

Locks and Tags
Locks
Each authorized employee who works with machinery or equipment subject to our lockout procedures will be
issued a padlock with one (1) key.
1.
2.
3.

Each individual lock will be identified by the employee's number. No employee shall ever use anyone
else's lock.
Different keys will operate all locks.
There will be no master keys.

The locks issued to employees have been determined to be capable of withstanding the environment to which
they are exposed for the maximum period of time that exposure is expected, and substantial enough to prevent
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removal when in place by any means (other than the regular key) without the use of excessive force or unusual
techniques (such as with the use of bolt cutters or other metal cutting tools).
Any person who knows of any lock that does not satisfy the above must immediately report that fact to his
supervisor. That supervisor shall take immediate steps to ensure that the lock in question meets the above or that
a suitable replacement lock is provided.
Tags
Lockout is the preferred method to assure against injury. The use of tags in the de-energization process and in
preventing unauthorized start-up of machines and equipment is therefore limited to:
1.

2.

Machinery and equipment with energy isolating devices that are not capable of being locked out. See
definition Capable of Being Locked Out. (Sterling Spring will not purchase any such equipment in the
future and the existing equipment will be retrofitted to accept a lockout device when it undergoes
replacement or major repair, modification or renovations.)
Special and temporary situations where use of a tagout system will provide full employee protection.

The tags to be used in those situations will be provided by the Company. Each tag must indicate the identity of the
employee who applies it (examples of such tags are attached). The tags to be used have been determined by the
Company to be capable of withstanding the environment to which they are exposed for the maximum period of
time that exposure is expected. They have been constructed and printed so that exposure to weather conditions,
wet or damp locations or corrosive environments (such as areas where acid and alkali chemicals are handled and
stored) will not cause the tag to deteriorate or the message on the tag to become illegible.
Tags having reusable, non-locking, easily detachment means of attachment (such as string, cord, or adhesive) are
not permitted.
All tags to be used have been standardized by color, shape, size, print and format. They are non-reusable, selflocking, attachable by hand, non-releasable with a minimum unlocking strength of no less than 50 pounds, and
have the general design and basic characteristics of being at least equivalent to a one-piece, all-environmenttolerant nylon cable tie.
Each tag contains a warning against hazardous conditions if the machine or equipment should be energized. They
contain words such as:






DO NOT START
DO NOT OPEN
DO NOT CLOSE
DO NOT ENERGIZE
DO NOT OPERATE

Any person who knows of the use of any tag that does not satisfy the above must immediately report that fact to
his supervisor. That supervisor shall take immediate steps to ensure that the tag in question satisfies the above or
that a suitable replacement tag is provided.
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Lockout Procedures
Lockout shall be performed only by the authorized employees who are performing the servicing or maintenance.
No one will be permitted to perform lockout that is not thoroughly familiar with the machinery/equipment
involved. That familiarity must include:




Knowledge of the type and magnitude of the energy.
The hazards of the energy to be controlled, and
The means and methods to control the energy.

Lockout shall be performed as follows:












Review lockout/tagout plans and procedures. Make a survey to locate and identify all isolating devices in
order to be certain which switch(es), valve(s) or other energy isolating devices apply to the equipment to
be locked out. Bear in mind that more than one energy source (electrical, mechanical, or others) may be
involved.
Notify all affected employees that a lockout is required and the reasons for its use. The authorized
employee must know the type and magnitude of energy that the machine or equipment utilizes the
means and methods to control that energy, and understand the hazards thereof.
Shut down operating equipment by the normal procedure (depress stop button, open toggle switch, etc.)
Operate the switch, valve or other energy isolating device so that the energy sources (electrical,
mechanical, hydraulic, etc.) are disconnected or isolated from the equipment. Stored energy such as that
in capacitors, springs, elevated machine members, rotating flywheels, hydraulic systems (air, gas steam or
water pressure), etc., must also be dissipated or restrained by methods such as grounding, re-positioning,
blocking, double block & bleed, bleed-down, etc.
Lock out all of the energy isolating devices with an assigned individual lock. The lock must be affixed in a
manner that will isolate the machine or equipment from the energy source(s) (hold the energy isolating
devices in a 'safe' or 'off' position.) Keep the key in your possession.
After the lock is in place, all potentially hazardous stored or residual energy shall be relieved,
disconnected, restrained, and otherwise rendered safe.
Operate push button or other normal operating controls to make certain the equipment will not operate.
YOU MUST FIRST ASSURE THAT NO PERSONNEL ARE EXPOSED






If there is a possibility of re-accumulation of stored energy to a hazardous level, verification of isolation
shall be continued until the servicing of maintenance is completed, or until the possibility of such
accumulation no longer exists.
Return operating controls to neutral position after test.
The equipment is now locked out.

Restoring Equipment to Service
When a job is completed and equipment is ready for testing or normal service, check the equipment area to see
that no one is exposed. Inspect the work area to ensure that nonessential items have been removed and to ensure
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that the machine or equipment components are operationally intact. When equipment is all clear, all locks shall be
removed and affected employees shall be notified that the locks have been removed.
The energy isolating devices may now be operated to restore energy to the equipment.
The lock shall only be removed by the same employee who put the lock on the energy isolating device. However
when the authorized employee who applied the lock is not available to remove it, it may be removed under the
direction of his supervisor, but only if it is first:
1.
2.
3.

Verified by the supervisor that the authorized employee who applied the lock is not at the facility.
All reasonable efforts to contact the authorized employee have been made in order to inform the
employee who applied the lock that his/her lock has been removed.
Made certain that the authorized employee has this knowledge before he/she resumes work.

Our lockout/tagout training program includes additional training and instruction on this process.

Special Procedures Involving More Than One Person - (Group/Lockout)
If more than one individual is required to service or maintain machinery or equipment, the provisions of this
Lockout Procedure must be observed as well as the following additional precautions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

One authorized employee will be designated to coordinate the affected work forces and ensure continuity
of protection. He will be designated as the 'primary authorized employee'.
The primary authorized employee shall coordinate with equipment operators before and after completion
of servicing and maintenance operations that require lockout.
A verification system will be implemented in order to ensure the continued isolation and de-energization
of hazardous energy sources during the maintenance and servicing operations.
Each authorized employee will be given the right to verify individually that the hazardous energy has been
isolated and/or de-energized.
When more than one crew, craft, department, etc., is involved, each separate group of
servicing/maintenance personnel will be accounted for by a principal authorized employee from each
group. The principal employee will be responsible to the primary authorized employee for maintaining
accountability of each worker in that specific group in conformance with our company lockout procedure.
No person may sign on or sign off for another person, or attach or remove another person's lock. Each
authorized employee shall place his/her personal lock upon each energy isolating device, shall remove it
upon departure from that assignment, and must verify or observe the de-energization of the equipment.
When an energy isolating device cannot accept multiple locks, a multiple lockout device (such as a hasp)
may be used.
One designated individual of a work crew or their supervisor may lockout equipment for the entire crew
only if the following procedure is used:
Each member of the work crew must verify that the equipment is properly locked out.
A lockout box is used to hold the lockout keys.
Each individual's lock and tag is used to lock the box.
Locks and tags used to actually lockout equipment shall identify members of work crew and/or lockout
box being used.
Locks and tags used for the lockout equipment cannot be removed until the last individual of the crew has
removed their lock and tag from the lockout box.
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14. The designated individual must ascertain the exposure status of all members of the crew and is
responsible for ensuring that all of this program's requirements for employee protection are observed
during the entire process.

Temporary Removal of Locks
In those situations where the lock must be temporarily removed from the energy isolating device and the machine
or equipment energized to test or position the machine, equipment or component thereof, the following sequence
of actions shall be followed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clear the machine or equipment of tools and materials.
Remove employees from the machine or equipment area.
Remove the lock.
Energize and proceed with testing or positioning.
De-energize all systems and reapply energy control measures in the sequence set forth above in order to
continue the servicing and/or maintenance.

Shift Changes
If the lockout continues beyond the end of the shift of the employee who locked it out, it will remain in the locked
out position until the same employee returns to the job.

Tagout Procedures
In those instances where machinery or equipment is tagged out, rather than locked out, the lockout procedures
listed above will be followed except that the tags described above will be used instead of locks.
The following requirements will also be taken:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Tag-out will not be used unless it will provide a level of safety equivalent to that obtained by the lockout
procedures.
Additional safety measures beyond those necessary for lockout must be taken such as the removal of an
isolating circuit element, blocking of a controlling switch, opening of an extra disconnecting device, or the
removal of a valve handle to reduce the likelihood of inadvertent energization.
The tag shall be affixed to each energy-isolating device by an authorized employee.
The tag shall be affixed in such a manner as to clearly indicate that the operation or movement of energy
isolating devices from the 'safe' or 'off' position is prohibited.
Where a tag is used on an energy isolating device that is capable of being locked, the tag attachment shall
be fastened at the same point at which the lock would have been attached. However, where a tag cannot
be affixed directly to the energy isolating device, the tag shall be located as close as safely possible to the
device, in a position that will be immediately obvious to anyone attempting to operate the device.
No tag will be removed without the specific advance approval of the authorized employee responsible for
it.
No tag will be bypassed, ignored or otherwise defeated.
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8.

The tags must be securely attached to each energy isolating device so that they cannot be inadvertently
or accidentally detached during use.
9. All employees must keep in mind at all times that tags are WARNING DEVICES that are put in place for
their protection. They do not provide physical restraint like a lock does.
10. The words of warning on the tag must be observed by all employees at all times.
11. Instruction and training upon the use and limitation of tags is included in our training sessions. Additional
training of authorized, affected and other employees is required when tagout programs are used.
12. Each foreman and supervisor with responsibility for an area or process where machinery or equipment is
tagged out must pay close attention to all employees in the area to see that these rules are observed. He
shall take immediate action to protect their safety whenever it becomes necessary and, when
appropriate, shall immediately invoke the disciplinary procedures listed above.

Training
Sterling Spring has a training program for all employees who work with machinery or equipment subject to
lockout/tagout requirements, including those employees who do not work directly on that machinery or
equipment but whose work operations are or may be in the area. An employee must successfully complete the
training program before he/she will be permitted to work in the area of, or perform any servicing or maintenance
upon, any machinery or equipment that is subject to OSHA lockout/tagout requirements.
The Training Program has been designed to educate our employees in their respective roles in the control of
energy, the knowledge that they must possess to accomplish their tasks safely and to ensure the safety of fellow
workers as related to the lockout/tagout procedures.
The OSHA standard recognizes three types of employees:
1.
2.
3.

Authorized,
Affected, and
Other (each of which has been defined above); different levels of training are provided. See the
discussion above under Application.

Employees who exclusively perform functions related to normal production operations, and who perform servicing
and/or maintenance under the protection of normal machine safeguarding are trained as 'affected' (rather than
'authorized') employees. See the Application discussion above.
Each employee who goes through the training program must be trained in:




The purpose and function of the company's Energy Control, (Lockout/Tagout), Program.
The elements of the energy control procedures that are relevant to the employee's duties.
The pertinent requirements of the OSHA Lockout/Tagout Standard, 29 C.F.R. 1910.147.

Each authorized employee shall also receive training in the recognition of applicable hazardous energy sources, the
type and magnitude of the energy available in the workplace, and the methods and means necessary for energy
isolation and control.
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Each affected employee shall be instructed in the purpose and use of the energy control procedure.
All other employees whose work operations are or may be in an area where energy control procedures may be
utilized, shall be instructed about the lockout/tagout procedures and about the prohibition relating to attempts to
restart or reenergize machines or equipment which are locked out or tagged out.
Where tagout is used, employees shall also be trained in the following limitations of tags:







Tags are essentially warning devices affixed to energy isolating devices, and do not provide the physical
restraint on those devices that is provided by a lock.
When a tag is attached to an energy isolating means, it is not to be removed without authorization of the
authorized person responsible for it, and it is never to be by passed, ignored, or otherwise defeated.
In order to be effective, tags must be legible and understandable by all authorized employees, all affected
employees, and all other employees whose work operations are or may be in the area.
Tags and their means of attachment must be made of materials which will with stand the conditions
encountered in the workplace.
Tags may evoke a false sense of security, and their meaning needs to be understood as part of our overall
energy control (lockout/tagout) program.
Tags must be securely attached to energy isolating devices so that they cannot be inadvertently or
accidentally detached during use.

The training shall be conducted at a frequency and in a manner that ensures that the purpose and function of our
energy control (lockout/tagout) program are understood by employees and that they have the knowledge and
skills required for the safe application, usage and removal of required energy controls.
Sterling Spring maintains a roster (or Certification of Training) that lists the name of each employee who has
completed the training together with the calendar dates of his training. That document serves as certification that
employee training has been accomplished and is being kept up to date.
Employees affected by lockout/tagout will be provided with re-training as needed and:





Whenever there is a change in employee job assignments that involves different lockout/tagout
equipment or procedures;
Whenever a new hazard is introduced due to a change in machines, equipment or process;
Whenever there is a change in the energy control (lockout/tagout) procedures;
Whenever the company learns of inadequacies in the company procedures or in the knowledge or
performance of an employee as a result of an inspection, a failure to observe required procedures,
noncompliance with any rule included in this Program, or because inadequacies are brought to the
company's attention in any other way.

The retraining will maintain and reestablish employee proficiency and introduce new or revised control methods
and procedures, as necessary.
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Inspections
Sterling Springs supervisor with responsibility for maintenance of machinery and equipment, or a person (or
persons) designed by him, will conduct an inspection at least once a year in order to verify the effectiveness of our
energy control (lockout/tagout) procedures and observance of OSHA lockout/tagout requirements.
The inspections will include:
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

Demonstration of the required procedures by Authorized and Affected employees.
Visual observation of the way lockout/tagout is being used on relevant machinery and equipment.
Individual review of the responsibilities of each authorized employee implementing the procedure.
(Group meetings between the person who is performing the inspection and all authorized employees who
implement the procedure may be used in lieu of such individual review).
When tagout issued, individual review shall be conducted with each affected and authorized employee of
that employee's lockout/tagout responsibilities. It shall include the extent of his understanding of the
training component listed above under Training. See the discussion above.
If any energy control procedure is used less frequently than once a year, annual inspection is not required.
Such a procedure need only be inspected when used.
Whenever the inspection discloses lockout/tagout deficiencies, the person who conducts the inspection
must take whatever action may be necessary to obtain their correction and the effective implementation
of lockout/tagout requirements.

A written record will be maintained of each inspection that includes the following:






The name of the person conducting the inspection.
What machinery and equipment was inspected.
The names of the employees who were covered by the inspection.
The calendar date of the inspection.
Deficiencies noted (if any) and corrective action taken, if necessary.

The person authorized or designated to conduct the inspection cannot be the same person utilizing the particular
lockout/tagout procedure being inspected. In other words, no one can be the inspector of his own compliance.

Machines/ Equipment
The supervisor responsible for the maintenance and servicing of each machine and item of equipment that is
subject to the lockout/tagout requirements, or a person or persons designated by that supervisor, shall obtain or
prepare a written procedure that will identify (by name, machine number, category or similar identifying criteria)
the particular machine (or group of machines) and equipment, (or items of equipment), and include:



The specific procedural steps for shutting down, isolating, blocking and securing the machines or
equipment in order to control hazardous energy.
Specific procedural steps for the placement, removal and transfer of lockout devices or tagout devices
and the responsibility for them.
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Specific requirements for testing the machine or equipment to determine and verify the effectiveness of
lockout devices, tagout devices and other energy control measures.
A statement of the intended use of the procedure
A clear and specific outline of the scope, purpose, authorization, rules and techniques to be utilized for
the control of hazardous energy, and the means to enforce compliance.
A single set of procedures can cover any number of machines or items of equipment if they have the same
energy control measures.

List of Employees
The supervisor responsible for the maintenance and servicing of each machine and item of equipment that is
subject to the lockout/tagout requirements, or a person or persons designated by that supervisor, shall maintain a
current list of the name of:

1. Each employee who is authorized to lockout or tagout particular machines or items of equipment in order
to perform servicing or maintenance thereon (Authorized Employees).

2. Each employee whose job requires him/her to operate or use a particular machine or item of equipment
3.

on which servicing or maintenance is being performed under lockout/tagout (Affected Employees).
Each employee whose job requires him/her to work in an area where such servicing or maintenance is
being performed (Other Employees).

Outside Contractors
Whenever outside contractors or outside servicing personnel are to be engaged by Sterling Spring to perform
activities covered by the scope and application of the OSHA lockout/tagout standard 29 C.F.R. 1910.134, we will
inform them of the relevant lockout/tagout procedure, and shall obtain from them the lockout/tagout procedure
they will use on our premises.
Our employees will be provided with sufficient information and instruction upon the outside contractors' (or
outside service personnel's) energy control (lockout/tagout) program to enable our people to understand and
comply with its restrictions and prohibitions.

Enforcement
Each matter covered in this lockout/tagout program is inter-related. Consequently, this program is enforced by
each person's continued compliance with all procedures, rules, regulations and orders that are applicable to
his/her own actions and conduct and by taking appropriate action when noncompliance occurs.
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2. Health Programs
2.1.

Bloodborne Pathogens Programs

This is Sterling Spring Bloodborne Pathogens Program. It meets all OSHA requirements and applies to all our work
operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.
Bloodborne Pathogens typically relates to employees in the medical field of work, however, OSHA’s General Duty
Clause states: Section 5.(a) “Each employer (1) shall furnish to each of his employees employment and a place of
employment which are free from recognized hazards that are causing or are likely to cause death or serious
physical harm to his employees; (2) shall comply with occupational safety and health standards promulgated under
this Act.” (b) “Each employee shall comply with occupational safety and health standards and all rules, regulations,
and orders issued pursuant to this Act which are applicable to his own actions and conduct.

Introduction
Sterling Spring has adopted this program in order to implement 29 CFR 1910.1030, the OSHA standard regulating
occupational exposure to blood or other potentially infectious materials (Bloodborne Pathogens). Bloodborne
Pathogens are pathogenic microorganisms in human blood that can cause disease in humans. They include the
Hepatitis B virus (HBV) and the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). HIV is the virus that causes AIDS (Acquired
Immunodeficiency Syndrome). HBV causes Hepatitis B, a serious liver disease.
Occupational transmission of HIV is relatively rare, but the lethal nature of HIV requires us to take every possible
measure to prevent exposure. The purpose of a program is to limit occupational exposure to blood and other
potentially infectious materials because any exposure could result in transmission of Bloodborne Pathogens that
could lead to disease or death.

Scope
This program covers all employees who, as the result of performing the duties of their job, could be reasonably
anticipated to face contact with blood or other potentially infectious materials (OPIM). 'Good Samaritan' acts such
as assisting a co-worker with a nosebleed would not be considered occupational exposure.

Exposure Incidents
The new recordkeeping rule effective January 1, 2002, requires (29 CFR 1904.8) that all employers, whether or not
they are covered by the bloodborne pathogens standard, record all work-related needle sticks and cuts from sharp
objects that are contaminated with another person's blood or OPIM on the 300 Log as an injury. The employee's
name must not be entered on the 300 Log. (See the requirements for privacy cases in paragraphs 1904.29(b) (6) (b) (9)).
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If the employee is later diagnosed with an infectious bloodborne disease, the identity of the disease must be
entered and the classification must be changed to an illness. If an employee is splashed or exposed to blood or
OPIM without being cut or punctured, the incident must be recorded on the OSHA 300, if it results in the diagnosis
of a bloodborne illness or it meets one or more of the recording criteria in 29 CFR 1904.7.

All employees will fall under the Universal Precaution rule:
Sterling Spring has begun the practice of “universal precautions.” As a result, all human blood and bodily fluids are
treated as though they are known to be infected with Hepatitis B Virus (HBV), Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV) and other bloodborne pathogens. In circumstances where it is difficult or impossible to differentiate between
body fluid types, it is assumed that all body fluids are potentially infectious. In the event blood and/or bodily fluid
is present, all PPE measures will need to be taken to protect the worker from exposure.

Recordkeeping
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

An accurate record of each worker's reported exposure incident to blood or other potentially infectious
materials must be established and maintained in accordance with applicable OSHA recordkeeping
regulations. Such records will be kept confidential and not be disclosed or reported to any person within
or outside the workplace without the employee's express written consent except as may be required by
law or OSHA regulation.
Needle stick injuries will be included on the OSHA 300 occupational injury and illness log if medical
treatment such as gamma globulin is administered by licensed medical personnel.
HBV and HIV will be recorded on the OSHA 300 log if the illnesses can be traced back to an occupational
injury or other exposure incident that occurred on the job.
Medical records will be kept for each employee with occupational exposure for the duration of
employment plus 30 years.
Records will be maintained of Hepatitis B vaccination status (including all dates) on all employees.
The medical records that will be maintained will include the results of any examinations, testing results
and follow-up procedures, as well as a copy of the health care professional's written opinion and a copy of
the information provided to the health care professional (if any).
The employee medical records will also include the name and social security number of the employee and
a copy of the employee's hepatitis B vaccination status including the dates of the hepatitis B vaccinations.

Training
Universal precaution training will be administered to all Sterling Spring employees.
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Exposure Incident Report
Employee's Name _________________________

Date ________

Date of Birth _____________________ SS # ____________
Telephone (Business) __________________ (Home)__________________
Job Title ______________________________________________________
Date of Exposure __________ Time of Exposure ____AM ___PM ___
Hepatitis B Vaccination Status ____________________________________
Location of Incident _____________________________________________
Describe what job duties you were performing when the exposure incident occurred
________________________________________________________________
Describe the circumstances under which the exposure incident occurred (what happened that resulted in the
incident) _____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
What body fluid(s) were you exposed
to?_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
What was the route of exposure (e.g., mucosal contact, contact with not intact skin, percutaneous)?
_________________________________________________________________
Describe any personal protective equipment in use at the time of exposure incident:
_________________________________________________________________
Did PPE fail? ___________________

If yes, How?______________________

Identification of source individual(s) (names) _____________________________
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2.2.

First Aid Program

This is Sterling Spring First Aid Program. It applies to all our work operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

Introduction
The following procedures will be followed for medical facilities and personnel to provide prompt attention to the
injured. In the event of an emergency, 911 must be called.
We have adopted this program in order to implement 29 CFR 1910.151, the OSHA standard regulating Medical
Services and First Aid.

First Aid and CPR Training
The OSHA First Aid standard (29 CFR 1910.151) requires trained first-aid providers at all workplaces of any size if
there is no “infirmary, clinic, or hospital in near proximity to the workplace which is used for the treatment of all
injured employees.”, at least two employees on each shift shall be qualified to administer first aid and CPR.
Individuals who are required to work alone in remote areas shall be trained in first aid.

First Aid Kits
First aid kits shall comply with the OSHA First Aid Standard and constructed of weatherproof containers, easily
accessible to all workers, and each item maintained sterile. The contents of first aid kits shall be checked
periodically when work is in progress to insure that expended items are replaced.

Minimum Requirements
OSHA standard 1910.151 (b) states an employer must have "adequate first aid supplies...readily available,"
although specific first aid supplies are not listed in the standard. OSHA does not have a minimum requirement, but
references ANSI Z308.1-2003 Minimum Requirements for Workplace First Aid Kits. According to the ANSI
document, a basic workplace first aid kit should include:









At least one absorbent compress, 32 sq. in. (81.3 sq. cm.) with no side smaller than 4 in. (10 cm)
At least 16 adhesive bandages, 1 in. x 3 in. (2.5 cm x 7.5 cm)
One roll of adhesive tape, 5 yd. (457.2 cm) total
At least ten packets of antiseptic, 0.5g (0.14 fl oz.) applications
At least six applications of burn treatments, 0.5 g (0.14 fl. oz.)
Two or more pairs of medical exam gloves (latex or non-latex)
At least four sterile pads, 3 in. x 3 in. (7.5 x 7.5 cm)
One triangular bandage, 40 in. x 40 in. x 56 in. (101 cm x 101 cm x 142 cm)
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Additional (but optional) items include:
 Four 2x2 inch bandage compresses
 Two 3x3 inch bandage compresses
 One 4x4 inch bandage compresses
 One eye patch
 One ounce of eye wash
 One chemical cold pack, 4x5 inch
 Two roller bandages, two inches wide
 One roller bandage, three inches wide
 CPR barrier device
These items are intended to be the minimum for a workplace first aid kit. Depending on the potential for injury, a
more complete kit may be necessary. OSHA recommendations do not include an automated external defibrillator
(AED), but current emergency cardiac care guidelines from the American Heart Association recommend AEDs in
most public places.
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2.3.

Hearing Conservation Program

This is Sterling Spring Hearing Conservation Program. It meets all OSHA requirements and applies to all our work
operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program. We have adopted this program
in order to implement 29 C.F.R. 1910.95, the OSHA standard regulating Occupational Noise Exposure.

Employers Covered
All employers are not covered by the standard. It doesn't apply to employers engaged in oil and gas well drilling
and servicing operations. For other employers, it applies only to those who have 'information' that they have
employees who are exposed to excess noise. Those who do not have the information do not have to measure the
noise levels or do anything else.

Monitoring
If an employer does have information indicating such exposure, his first obligation is to measure the noise to
determine whether or not it equals or exceeds the 85-decibel (dB) level. If you have already done this once, it need
not ever be repeated. This noise level trigger is an average for a full 8-hour day. Because the outcome of this
measurement determines whether the other requirements of the standard apply, it is important that this
measurement be done properly. It should not be left to chance. When, where and how it is done should be
carefully determined.

Noise Measurements Records
Records will be kept on file for two years.

Re-Measuring
Once noise levels have been measured as described above, your obligation to do so has been fulfilled for all time
unless you later have information that the measured employee exposures may have increased or that there are
additional work areas where excess noise exists.

Noise Measurements Results
If your results show that no employee in the work area where measurements were taken is exposed to noise at or
above an 85-decibel 8-hour time-weighted average, you have no further obligations under the standard except to
have a record of the result for two years. If your results do show employee exposure at or above those levels, you
must observe the requirements for those employees and no others.
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Hearing Protectors
The standard does not alter the long-existing requirements of that hearing protectors shall be provided and used
to reduce sound levels to within those specified in Table G-16 (a 90 dBA time-weighted average for an 8-hour day)
but it does add a number of additional conditions that trigger a hearing protector requirement.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The employer shall make them available to all employees exposed to an 8-hour time-weighted average if
85 decibels. 29 C.F.R. 1910.95(i)(1).
The employer shall ensure that they are worn by employees so exposed if they have not yet had the
baseline audiogram.
Any annual audiogram shows a potential hearing loss.
The employees are obligated to wear hearing protectors because of the long-existing 90 dBA rule
mentioned above. 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (i)(2).

Provide Options
Give employees the choice of selecting their hearing protectors from a variety of suitable ones. This doesn't mean
that you must let them choose from a catalog listing all such devices on the market. It is sufficient if you choose
two or three types and let them pick one of those.

Training
You must provide training in the hearing protectors use and care 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (i)(4). This does not mean a
formal classroom type session. The type of videotape, film or pamphlet supplied by many distributors of hearing
protectors will suffice. Most hearing protectors come in individual packages with 'use and care' instructions
printed on them, this will satisfy the OSHA training requirement, employers [may] avail themselves of prepared
materials such as pamphlets, which may be more effective and less expensive than individually prepared
programs.

Fitting
You are obligated to ensure initial fitting and correct use of the hearing protectors. 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (i)(5). For
most employees, this can be accomplished by supplying ear muffs or ear plugs of the self-fitting or malleable type
and, if such an employee is later observed to be using them incorrectly, instructing him in proper use at that time.
If you should furnish a different kind of hearing protectors, the correct fitting of which is not obvious, then you
must show the employee how to wear them.
Individual attention should be provided for those employees who have ear allergies or infections. Perhaps the
simplest way to handle this requirement is to provide each employee with an explanatory pamphlet or to include
in all distributions of hearing protectors a directive to each employee who receives them that he must notify his
supervisor if he does not know how to fit or use the protectors or if they cause him any discomfort. Some hearing
protectors come in packages with the advice printed right on them.
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Attenuation
You are required to make sure that the hearing protectors reduce the noise being heard by the employee to
permissible levels. 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (j). For most employees, the 8-hour, 90 dBA level is the permissible level.
Reduction to the 85 dBA level is mandated only for those employees who fall within the first two categories.

Training
In addition to the hearing protector use and care instruction discussed above, you must provide training to those
employees who are exposed to the 85 dB (or higher) average noise levels. It must cover the effects of noise, the
purpose, advantages, disadvantages and attenuation of various types of hearing protectors, and the purpose and
procedures of audiometric testing. You can decide how you want to do this. Perhaps the simplest way is to obtain
or make a printed pamphlet containing this information and distribute it to each such employee. This is a one-time
only requirement.
However, for those employees required to be given annual audiometric tests, this training must be repeated
annually. 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (k)(2). This can be done rather simply by enclosing the pamphlet with the notice
advising the employee of their annual audiometric-test appointment. Another way is to have this handled by the
technician administering the audiometric test at the time the test is being given.

Audiograms
You must conduct individual tests to determine the hearing acuity of your employees who work in those areas
where you have determined that excessive noise exposure exists. 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (g). The first such test is known
as the baseline audiogram. After that has been done, there must be an additional audiogram conducted each year
the employee continues to work there. These are designated as annual audiograms. Each of these tests is the
same and is conducted with the same kind of equipment.
The only difference is in the time when they are conducted and the use to which the test results are put. These
tests may be conducted in any one of the different places.
They can be conducted in your own plant; at the office of a local doctor, audiologist or otolaryngologist or similar
place equipped to conduct such tests; or by a suitably-equipped mobile van service that can be hired to come to
your plant (or other convenient location) for this purpose.

Audiometric Tests
You must make sure that the responsibility for the testing program is under the supervision of a physician,
audiologist or otolaryngologist, (but he doesn't have to be present when the hearing tests are actually conducted
by a properly qualified technician); and you must make sure that your testing facility and equipment meet the
requirements specified in Appendix C, D and E of the OSHA standard. 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (g)(3) and (4).
These are rather detailed but self-explanatory. If you have the hearing tests conducted by a suitable outsider that
person (or firm) will see to the integrity of the test results.
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During the 14-hour period immediately prior to the time for taking an employee audiogram, that employee must
not be exposed to workplace noise. This requirement can be accomplished by making sure he wears suitable
earplugs or muffs while at work. If this 14-hour period includes non-working hours, you are obligated to advise him
to avoid high levels of noise during this period. The simplest way to meet this requirement is to make sure it is
printed on the form that is used to notify the employee of his audiometric test appointment.

Baseline Audiograms
The calendar date when exposed employees must be given their first audiometric test varies. The earliest date
when it was required was March 1, 1984. The baseline test for new people hired to work in (or transferred to) an
excess noise area must be given within six months of such assignment if you choose to conduct the hearing tests
in-house (or at a local facility). 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (g)(5)(i).
If you have the tests conducted by a mobile van service, the baseline test must be given within one year of such
assignment. 29 C.F.R. 1910.95 (g)(5)(ii). These time allowances are important for plants with a high turnover rate
because employees who leave before their required testing date need not be given any hearing test. Observance
of this latitude could produce monetary savings for employers with high employee turnovers.
There is no requirement for a pre-employment audiogram. It may be advisable to conduct them, however,
because new hires may already have hearing problems. The pre-employment test could be valuable in defending
against a later hearing loss claim made by such an employee.
The standard also permits any annual audiometric test to be substituted for the original baseline audiogram if, in
the opinion of the professional who is supervising the hearing conversation program, the employee's hearing
acuity has changed substantially since the date of the baseline test. Exercising this option could be very
advantageous to employers for a number of reasons.

Annual Audiograms
The annual audiograms must be conducted within one year of the baseline. It is important to test hearing on an
annual basis in order to identify changes in hearing ability so that protective follow up measures can be initiated
before hearing loss progresses. Annual audiograms must be routinely compared to baseline audiograms to
determine whether the audiogram is accurate and to determine whether the employee has lost hearing ability
(determined as the standard threshold shift (STS)).
STS is defined in the amendment as an average change in hearing bend in either ear of 10 dB or more at 2000,
3000, and 4000 Hz. Certain instances of an STS must be recorded on the OSHA 300 Injury and Illness Log.
If this shows a value greater than a 10-decibel loss in either ear then a potential hearing loss is indicated and the
employer's additional obligations are triggered.
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2.4.

Hazardous Communication Program

Sterling Springs has a Hazardous Communication Program. You as an employee have a right to know about any
and all hazardous substances in their work areas. This program is available for you to review at any time. The
Administrator also has a complete list of all hazardous substances known to be present in our workplace. This list
is both alphabetical by the identity referenced on the SDS (Safety Data Sheet)
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

BACKGROUND
This written hazard communication program meets OSHA requirements, and also ensures that Sterling Spring’s
employees are effectively informed concerning potential and existing chemical hazards. Hazard Communication is
one important aspect of Sterling Spring.
Occupational Safety and Health Program, which includes:
•
Management commitment and active support.
•
Engineering controls for safety and health hazards.
•
Enforcement of safety rules and programs.
•
Recognition, evaluation, and control of occupational safety and health hazards.
•
Medical surveillance.
•
Assigned safety and health responsibility and accountability.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this Hazard Communication Program is to inform our employees of all potential or existing
chemical hazards.

APPROACH
The method used to inform employees include:
 Global Harmonization System (GHS)
 Workplace secondary container labeling and other forms of warning.
 Safety Data Sheets (SDS).
 Ongoing employee education and training as needed, per OSHA 1910.1200.

APPLICATION
This hazard communication program applies to:
 Known occupational safety and health hazards.
 Chemicals known to be present in the workplace in such a manner that employees may be exposed under
normal conditions of use or in a foreseeable emergency.

DETERMINING CHEMICAL HAZARDS:
Sterling Spring is responsible for identifying chemical hazards from material safety data sheets (SDS) provided by
chemical manufacturers and distributors. New Chemicals shall be reviewed by the Safety Committee before
purchase.
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SAFETY DATA SHEETS (SDS)
SDS are prepared and distributed by manufacturers and distributors of hazardous materials. All chemical
manufacturer and distributors must obtain or develop a SDS for each hazardous material they produce or import.
A hazardous material that poses either a physical hazard (i.e., flammable, oxidizer, etc.) or a health hazard (i.e.,
causes acute or chronic health effects), Environmental hazard or other unclassified hazard, such as (i.e,
combustible dust or simple asphyxiants, such as nitrogen).
The company maintains an SDS file and book for all hazardous materials used or handled in company workplace.
The SDS Book is kept in the office at each building.

SDS are in English and contain the following information:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Identification of the substance or mixture and of the supplier
Hazards identification
Composition/information on ingredients
First-aid measures
Fire-fighting measures
Accidental release measures
Handling and storage
Exposure controls/personal protection
Physical and chemical properties
Stability and reactivity
Toxicological information
Ecological information (non-mandatory)
Disposal considerations (non-mandatory)
Transport information (non-mandatory)
Regulatory information (non-mandatory)
Other information, including date of preparation or last revision

SDS AVAILABILITY
The company maintains copies of all SDS for each hazardous material in the workplace and makes them readily
accessible during each workshift to employees. Employees may review the SDS for the materials they work with at
the time, while they are in their work area. They also may request a copy of any SDS if they wish.
Employees wishing to see this list will find it in the SDS book or should contact their supervisor.

LABELS AND OTHER FORMS OF WARNINGS
Chemical manufacturers, importers, and distributors provide labels, tags, or other
markings for containers of hazardous chemicals. This identification includes the
following information:
 Identity of the hazardous chemical.
 Appropriate hazard warnings.
 Name and address of the chemical manufacturer, distributor, or other responsible parties.
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Sterling Spring requires that containers of hazardous materials are identified with workplace labels, tagged or
marked with the identity of the hazardous chemical and appropriate hazard warning, whenever chemical are
migrated from their original container to secondary containers. Occasionally, signs, placards, process sheets, batch
tickets, operating procedures, or similar accessible written materials are used, instead of affixing labels to
individual containers.
Portable containers of hazardous chemicals do not have to be labeled if they contain chemicals transferred from
labeled containers, which are intended only for the immediate use of the employee who performs the transfer. All
labels on incoming containers must not be defaced in any way. Missing or defaced labels must be immediately
reported to supervisors so appropriate labels can be reapplied immediately.

NON-ROUTINE TASKS
The supervisor of an employee performing a non-routine task, such as cleaning process equipment, is responsible
for properly training the employee concerning the potential hazards associated with the task. The employee also
shares in this responsibility by making sure that his/her immediate supervisor knows that the non-routine task will
be performed. When employees are required to perform any non-routine tasks they shall be in writing and
including the potential to exposes or hazards of the operation.

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION, EDUCATION, AND TRAINING
Any information, education, and training program is provided by Sterling Spring to ensure employees know about
hazardous chemicals in the workplace and the appropriate control measures to reduce exposure to them.
New employees receive appropriate safety and health information, education, and training during their initial
assignment. This training includes information about hazardous materials and processes in the workplace through
the use of printed materials and classroom instruction.
New employee safety and health training program begins upon hire by the personnel department and continues
with on-site training by the new employee’s department supervision. The specific information in the safety and
health training includes:













General chemical hazards.
GHS classification and labeling elements
Hazards associated with non-routine tasks.
Recognition, evaluation, and control of hazardous chemicals.
Workplace Chemical labeling.
Hazards associated with unlabeled piping and processing systems.
SDS.
Access to information on hazardous chemicals.
Compliance with safety and health rules and regulations.
Requirements of Federal Hazard Communication Regulations.
Specific hazards present in the work areas.
The location and availability of the written Hazard Communication Program and all supporting hazcomm
information.
 The measures employees can take to protect themselves from hazards, including pertinent work
practices, company emergency procedures, and personal protective equipment.
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RETRAINING
It is necessary for work area supervision to provide additional employee training concerning workplace hazards
when:







New materials or processes are introduced into the workplace.
Process or equipment changes are made that could cause new or increased employee exposure.
Procedures or work practices are introduced, or changed that could cause changes in the employees’
exposure.
Employees are transferred from one work area to another where different hazards are present.
When employees display actions that indicates that the safety rules of this program are not being
followed.
A permanent record of all employee training is maintained in the employee’s personnel folder.

CONTRACTORS
All contractors working on Company property are notified by Company management of hazardous materials to
which the contractor’s employees will be exposed to while working on Company property. Also, proper controls
will be established to ensure that Sterling Spring operations do not expose the contractor’s employees to safety
and health hazards. Copies of SDS for all materials the contractor’s employees may be exposed to will be provided
to the contractor by management.

PROGRAM AVAILABILITY
Sterling Springs Hazard Communication Program is available upon request to:
 Employees.
 OSHA Representatives.
 Local Police Fire Service/Fire Marshall
 Other Federal, State, or Local Agencies
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2.5.

Respiratory Protection Program

This is Sterling Spring Respiratory Protection Program. It meets all OSHA requirements and applies to all our work
operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

Respiratory Protection Program
Under current shop conditions, the personnel of Sterling Spring are not required to wear filtering face pieces.
However, dust masks may be worn on a voluntary basis and will provide them at no cost. In accordance with 29
CFR 1910.134 (c)(2)(ii), Sterling Spring is not required to include in a written respiratory protection program those
employees whose only use of respirators involves the voluntary use of respirators, but will provide the basic
information on safe respiratory usage found in Appendix D of 1910.134.
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3. Personal Protective Measures
3.1.

Personal Protective Equipment Program

This is Sterling Spring Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Program. It meets all OSHA requirements and applies to
all our work operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

Introduction
This program implements 29 CFR 1926.95, the OSHA standard on PPE. It has been adopted to protect employees
from workplace hazards through use of PPE.
In general, the safety of workers depends upon a thorough knowledge of their operations and the hazards posed.
A written PPE is designed with these objectives:
1.
2.

To provide a reference document for any employee with questions concerning the proper application of
PPE, and how our company is complying with the relevant OSHA regulation.
To provide managers and employees with clear guidance on their responsibilities in the overall PPE
Program.

PPE includes all clothing and other work accessories designed to create a barrier against workplace hazards. The
basic element of any program for PPE should be an in-depth evaluation of the equipment needed to protect
against the hazards of the workplace. Management dedicated to the safety and health of employees should use
that evaluation to set a standard operating procedure for personnel, then, train employees on the protective
limitations of PPE, and on its proper use and maintenance.
Using PPE requires hazard awareness and training on the part of the user. Employees must be aware that the
equipment does not eliminate the hazard. If the equipment fails, exposure will occur. To reduce the possibility of
failure, equipment must be properly fitted and maintained in a clean and serviceable condition.
Selection of the proper PPE for a job is important. Employers and employees must understand the equipment’s
purpose and its limitations. The equipment must not be altered or removed even though an employee may find it
uncomfortable. (Sometimes equipment may be uncomfortable simply because it does not fit properly.) If
employee owned equipment is used, the employer will be responsible for the assurances of its adequacy,
maintenance & sanitation.
This program covers may types of equipment most commonly used for protection of the head, including eyes and
face, arms, hands, and feet. The use of equipment to protect against life threatening hazards also is discussed.
Information on respiratory protective equipment may be found in 29 CFR 1910.134 and our Respiratory protection
program found on page 35, the standard should be consulted for more information on specialized equipment.
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General Requirements
Protective equipment, including PPE for eyes, face, head, and extremities, protective clothing, respiratory devices,
and protective shields and barriers must be provided, used, and maintained in a sanitary and reliable condition.
PPE must be provided whenever it is necessary by reason of hazards of processes or environment, chemical
hazards, radiological hazards, or mechanical irritants (i.e., flying chips or sparks, abrasive moving parts)
encountered in a manner capable of causing injury or impairment in the function of any part of the body through
absorption, inhalation, or physical contact.

Equipment Selection
In order for employers to make correct selections, they must survey for hazards, organize, and analyze the data
and then make the proper selection based on the types of hazards. It will be the safety committee’s responsibility
to use common sense and fundamental techniques to accomplish these tasks. This process is somewhat subjective
due to the variety of situations where PPE may be required.

Training
The employer must train each employee who is required to use PPE. Each employee must know at least the
following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

When PPE is necessary.
What PPE is necessary?
How to properly wear and adjust PPE.
The limitations of PPE.
The proper care, maintenance, useful life, and disposal of the PPE.

Retraining is required when the employer has reason to believe that any employee who has been previously
trained does not have the understanding or skill to use PPE properly, such as:
1.
2.
3.

Changes in the workplace render previous training obsolete.
Changes in the types of PPE to be used render previous training obsolete.
The employee has not retained the understanding or skill to use PPE properly.

The employer must verify in writing through a certification record that employee received and understood the
training. The Record must contain:
1.
2.
3.

Name of each employee trained.
Date(s) of training.
Subject of the certification.
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Eye and Face Protection
Employers must ensure that the proper eye and/or face protection is used when the employee is exposed to
hazards from flying particles, molten metal, liquid chemicals, acid or caustic liquids, chemical gases or vapors, or
potentially injurious light radiation. Care should be taken to recognize the possibility of multiple and simultaneous
exposure to a variety of hazards. Adequate protection against the highest level of each of the hazards should be
taken.
Each employee will wear eye protection that provides side protection when there is a hazard from flying objects.
Detachable (clip-on or slide-on) side shields are acceptable.
Employees who must wear prescription lenses while engaged in activities requiring use of protection must be
provided with eye protection which has the prescription incorporated into it or protection that can be worn
effectively over the prescription lenses. Wearers of contact lenses must wear appropriate eye and face protection
devices in hazardous environments. Dusty or chemical environments may represent an additional hazard to
contact lens wearers.
Each eye and face PPE must be marked to identify the manufacturer.
Each eye, face, or face-and eye protector is designed for particular hazard. In selecting the protector, consideration
should be given to the kind and degree of hazard, and the protector should be selected on that basis. Where a
choice of protectors is given, and the degree of protection required is not an important issue, worker comfort may
be a deciding factor.
Persons using corrective spectacles and those who are required by OSHA to wear eye protection must wear face
shields, goggles, or spectacles of one of the following types:
1.
2.
3.

Spectacles with protective lenses providing optical correction;
Goggles worn over corrective spectacles without disturbing the adjustment of the spectacles; or
Goggles that incorporate corrective lenses mounted behind the protective lenses.

When limitations or precautions are indicated by the manufacturer, they should be transmitted to the user and
strictly observed. Over the years, many types and styles of eye and face-and-eye protective equipment have been
developed to meet the demands for protection against a variety of hazards.
Fitting of goggles and safety spectacles should be done by someone skilled in the procedure. Prescription safety
spectacles should be fitted only by qualified optical personnel.
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Inspection and Maintenance for Eye Protection
It is essential that the lenses of eye protectors be kept clean. Continuous vision through dirty lenses can cause eye
strain-often an excuse for not wearing the eye protectors. Daily inspection and cleaning of the eye protector with
soap and hot water, or with a cleaning solution and tissue, is recommended.
Pitted lenses, like dirty lenses, can be a source of reduced vision. They should be replaced. Deep scratches or
excessively pitted lenses are apt to break more readily.
Goggles should be kept in a case when not in use. Spectacles, in particular, should be given the same care as one’s
own glasses, since the frame, nose pads, and temples can be damaged by rough usage.
PPE that has been previously used should be disinfected before being issued to another employee.
When each employee is assigned protective equipment for extended periods, it is recommended that such
equipment be cleaned and disinfected regularly.
Several methods for disinfecting eye-protective equipment are acceptable. The most effective method is to
disassemble the goggles or spectacles and thoroughly clean all parts with soap and warm water. Carefully rinse all
traces of soap, and replace defective parts with new ones. Swab thoroughly or completely and immerse all parts
for ten minutes in a solution of germicidal deodorant fungicide. Remove parts from solution and suspend in a clean
place for air drying at room temperature or with heated air. Do not rinse after removing parts from the solution
because this will remove the germicidal residue which retains its effectiveness after drying.
The dry parts or items should be placed in a clean, dust-proof container, such as a box, bag, or plastic envelope, to
protect them until reissue.

Foot Protection
Safety shoes or boots will provide employees both impact and compression protection. Where necessary, safety
shoes can be obtained which provide puncture protection.
Safety footwear is required for employees who regularly handle solid objects weighing 15 pounds or more which
can fall on their toes. For protection of feet and legs from falling or rolling objects, sharp objects, molten metal,
hot surfaces, and wet slippery surfaces, workers should use appropriate foot guards, safety shoes or boots.
Aluminum alloy, fiberglass, or galvanized steel foot guards can be worn over usual work shoes, although they may
present the possibility of catching on something and causing workers to trip.
Safety shoes should be sturdy and have an impact-resistant toe. In some shoes, metal insoles protect against
puncture wounds. Additional protection, such as metatarsal guards, may be found in some types of footwear.
Safety shoes come in a variety of styles and materials, such as leather and rubber boots and oxfords.
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Employees work around exposed electrical wires or connections, you’ll need to wear metal-free non-conductive
shoes or boots. Rubber or synthetic footwear is recommended when working around chemicals. Avoid wearing
leather shoes or boots when working because these substances can eat through the leather right to your foot.
Safety shoes or boots with impact protection will be required for carrying or handling materials such as packages,
objects, parts or heavy tools, which could be dropped; and, for other activities where objects might fall onto the
feet.
Safety shoes or boots with compression protection will be required for work activities involving skid trucks (manual
material handling carts) around bulk rolls (such as paper rolls) and around heavy pipes, all of which could
potentially roll over an employee’s feet.
Safety shoes or boots with puncture protection will be required where sharp objects such as nails, wire, tacks,
screws, large staples, scrap metal etc., could be stepped on by employees causing a foot injury.

Hand Protection
Hand protection is required for employees who are exposed to hazards such as those from cuts, abrasions, burns,
and skin contact with chemicals that are capable of causing local or systemic effects following dermal exposure.
It is also important to know the performance characteristics of gloves relative to the specific hazard anticipated;
e.g., chemical hazards, cut hazards, flame hazards, etc. These performance characteristics should be assessed by
using standard test procedures. Before purchasing gloves, be certain the gloves meet the appropriate test
standard(s) for the hazard(s) anticipated.

Respiratory Protection
Feasible engineering controls are the primary measures used to control employee exposure to harmful dusts, fogs,
fumes, mists, gasses, smokes, sprays, or vapors. Such engineering controls include, but are not limited to
enclosures and confinement, general and local ventilation, and substitution of less toxic materials.

Limitations of PPE
You should know the limitations of your PPE. It won’t protect workers from everything. Employees must follow all
the safety rules in your workplace and know PPE fits into your company’s safety program. Find out the limitations
of your equipment. For example, gloves may protect from the chemicals you work with, but may dissolve if they
come into contact with chemicals used in the shop next door.
It is Sterling Spring’s responsibility to teach workers what PPE is needed. However, it is their responsibility to wear
it. PPE must be used correctly to protect your employees. Lean how to use PPE, but most importantly, use it. PPE
can be effective only if the equipment is selected based on its intended use, employees are trained in its use, and
the equipment is properly tested, maintained, and worn.
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3.2.

Ladder Safety Program

This is Sterling Spring Ladder Safety Program.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

Introduction
This Ladder safety program will serve as our company’s reference for employees for the requirements of OSHA
regulations 29 CFR 1926.1050 for the safe use of ladders and stairs in industry.
This Ladder Safety program will apply to all ladders and stairways used. This program covers when ladders and
stairways must be provided. They do not apply to ladders that are specifically manufactured for scaffold access and
egress, but do apply to job-made portable ladders intended for general purpose and used for scaffold access and
egress.

General Requirements
A ladder must be provided at all worker points of access where there is a break in elevation of 19 inches or more
and no ramp, runway, embankment, or personnel hoist is provided.
When there is only one point of access between levels, it must be kept clear to permit free passage by workers. If'
free passage becomes restricted, a second point of access must be provided and used.
Where there are more than two points of access between levels, at least one point of access must be kept clear.
All ladders and stairway systems required by this program must be performed before employees begin work that
requires them to use stairways or ladders and their respective fall protection systems.

Ladders
The following will apply to all ladders, including job-made ladders:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Ladder rungs, cleats, and steps must be level, and evenly spaced when the ladder is in
position for use.
Rungs, cleats, and steps of portable and fixed ladders must not be spaced less than 10
inches apart, or more than 14 inches apart, along the ladder's side rails.
Rungs, cleats, and steps of step stools must not be less than 8 inches apart, nor more
than 12 inches apart, between center lines of the rungs, cleats, and steps.
Rungs, cleats, and steps at the base section of extension trestle ladders must not be less
than 8 inches nor more than 18 inches apart, between center lines of the rungs, cleats,
and steps. The rung spacing on the extension section must not be less than 6 inches nor
more than 12 inches.
Ladders must not be tied or fastened together to create longer sections unless they are
specifically designed for such use.
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6.
7.
8.

9.

A metal spreader or locking device must be provided on each stepladder to hold the
front and back sections in an open position when the ladder is being used.
When splicing side rails, the resulting side rail must be equivalent in strength to a onepiece side rail made of the same material.
Two or more separate ladders used to reach an elevated work area must be offset with
a platform or landing between the ladders, except when portable ladders are used to
gain access to fixed ladders.
Ladder components must be surfaced to prevent injury from punctures or lacerations
and prevent snagging of clothing.

Portable Ladders
Non-self-supporting and self-supporting portable ladders must support at least four times the maximum intended
load; extra heavy-duty type 1A metal or plastic ladders must sustain 3.3 times the maximum intended load. The
ability of a self-supporting ladder to sustain loads must be determined by applying the load to the ladder in a
downward vertical direction. The ability of a non-self-supporting ladder to sustain loads must be determined by
applying the load in a downward vertical direction when the ladder is placed at a horizontal angle of 75.5 degrees.
The minimum clear distance between side rails for all portable ladders must be 11.5 inches.
The rungs and steps of portable metal ladders must be corrugated, knurled, dimpled, coated with skid-resistant
material, or treated to minimize slipping.

Fixed Ladders
The following will apply to all fixed ladders:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

A fixed ladder must be able to support at least two loads of 250 pounds each,
concentrated between any two consecutive attachments. Fixed ladders also must
support added anticipated loads caused by ice buildup, winds, rigging, and impact loads
resulting from using ladder safety devices.
Each step or rung of a fixed ladder must be able to support a load of at least 250 pounds
applied in the middle of the step or rung.
The minimum clear distance between the sides of individual rung/step ladders and
between the side rails of other fixed ladders must be 16 inches.
The rungs of individual rung/step ladders must be shaped to prevent slipping off the end
of the rungs.
The minimum perpendicular clearance between the centerline of fixed ladder rungs,
cleats, and steps, and any obstruction on the climbing side of the ladder must be 30
inches. If obstructions are unavoidable, clearance may be reduced to 24 inches,
provided a deflection device is installed to guide workers around the obstruction.
The step-across distance between the center of the steps of fixed ladders and the
nearest edge of a landing area must be no less than 7 inches and no more than 12
inches. A landing platform must be provided if the step-across distance exceeds 12
inches.
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7.

Fixed ladders without cages or wells must have at least a 15-inch clear width to the
nearest permanent object on each side of the centerline of the ladder.
8. Fixed ladders must be provided with cages, wells, ladder safety devices, or selfretracting lifelines where the length of climb is less than 24 feet but the top of the
ladder is at a distance greater than 24 feet above lower levels.
9. If the total length of the climb on a fixed ladder equals or exceeds 24 feet, the following
requirements must be met: fixed ladders must have either (a) ladder safety devices; (b)
self-retracting lifelines and rest platforms at intervals not to exceed 150 feet; or (c) a
cage or well, and multiple ladder sections, each ladder section not to exceed 50 feet in
length. These ladder sections must be offset from adjacent sections, and landing
platforms must be provided at maximum intervals of 50 feet.
10. The side rails of fixed ladders must extend 42 inches above the top level or landing
platform served by the ladder.
11. Steps or rungs for through-fixed-ladder extensions must be omitted from the extension;
and the extension of side rails must be flared to provide between 24 inches and 30
inches clearance between side rails.
12. When safety devices are provided, the maximum clearance distance between side rail
extensions must not exceed 36 inches.

Use of Ladders
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

When portable ladders are used for access to an upper landing surface, the side rails
must extend at least 3 feet above the upper landing surface. When such an extension is
not possible, the ladder must be secured, and a grasping device such as a grab rail must
be provided to assist workers in mounting and dismounting the ladder. A ladder
extension must not deflect under a load that would cause the ladder to slip off its
supports.
Ladders must be maintained free of oil, grease, and other slipping hazards.
Ladders must not be loaded beyond the maximum intended load for which they were
built.
Ladders must be used only for the purpose for which they were designed.
Non-self-supporting ladders must be used at an angle where the horizontal distance
from the top support to the foot of the ladder is approximately one-quarter of the
working length of the ladder. Wood job-made ladders with spliced side rails must be
used at an angle where the horizontal distance is one-eighth the working length of the
ladder.
Fixed ladders must be used at a pitch no greater than 90 degrees from the horizontal,
measured from the back side of the ladder.
Ladders must be used only on stable and level surfaces unless secured to prevent
accidental movement.
Ladders must not be used on slippery surfaces unless secured or provided with slipresistant feet to prevent accidental movement. Slip-resistant feet must not be used as a
substitute for the care in placing, lashing, or holding a ladder upon slippery surfaces.
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9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Ladders placed in areas such as passageways, doorways, or driveways, or where they
can be displaced by workplace activities or traffic must be secured to prevent accidental
movement or a barricade must be used to keep traffic or activities away from the
ladder.
The area around the top and bottom of the ladders must be kept clear.
The top of a non-self-supporting ladder must be placed with two rails supported equally
unless it is equipped with a single support attachment.
Ladders must not be moved, shifted, or extended while in use.
Ladders must have nonconductive side rails if they are used where the worker or the
ladder could contact exposed energized electrical equipment.
The top or top step of a stepladder must not be used as a step.
Cross bracing on the rear section of stepladders must not be used for climbing unless
the ladders are designed and provided with steps for climbing on both front and rear
sections.
Ladders must be inspected by a competent person for visible defects on a periodic basis
and after any incident that could affect their safe use.
Single-rail ladders must not be used.
When ascending or descending a ladder, the worker must face the ladder.
Each worker must use at least one hand to grasp the ladder when climbing.
A worker on a ladder must not carry any object or load that could cause him/her to lose
balance and fall.

Structural Defects
Portable ladders with structural defects such as broken or missing rungs, cleats, or steps, broken or split rails,
corroded components, or other faulty or defective components must immediately be marked defective, or tagged
with "Do Not Use" or similar language and withdrawn from service until repaired.
Fixed ladders with structural defects such as broken or missing rungs, cleats, or steps, broken or split rails, or
corroded components must be withdrawn from service until repaired.
Defective fixed ladders are considered withdrawn from use when they are (a) immediately tagged with "Do Not
Use" or similar language; (b) marked in a manner that identifies them as defective; or (c) blocked-such as with a
plywood attachment that spans several rungs.
Ladder repairs must restore the ladder to a condition meeting its original design criteria before the ladder is
returned to use.

Training Requirements
Sterling Spring will provide a training program for each employee using ladders and stairways. The program will
enable each employee to recognize hazards related to ladders and stairways and to use proper procedures to
minimize these hazards.
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4. Additional Safety Programs
4.1.

Material Handling and Storage including Forklift

The Sterling Spring policy will establish safety procedures for all employees in the safe material handling and
storage operations.

Requirements
Storage
The following general rules apply to all storage and handling of materials.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Safe floor loads shall not be exceeded. Storage racks shall not be loaded in excess of their rated capacity.
Aisles, corners, posts, etc., shall be clearly marked and maintained clear of obstruction.
Housekeeping – Storage areas shall be kept free from accumulation of materials that constitute hazards
from tripping, fire, explosion, or pest harborage. Vegetation control shall be exercised when necessary.
Smoking shall be strictly prohibited except in locations prominently designated as smoking areas.
Secure storage – storage of material shall not create a hazard. Bags, containers, etc., stored on tiers shall
be stacked, blocked, interlocked and limited to height so that they are stable and secure against sliding or
collapse.
Clearance between top of stored material and fire suppression equipment or electrical fixtures shall be
not less than 18 inches. (Storage higher than 15 feet requires clearance of 36 inches.)
Any commodities which could be hazardous in combination with each other shall be stored so that they
cannot come in contact with each other.
Cylindrical objects shall be secured or blocked to prevent rolling.
Material shall not be stored on top of cabinets, lockers or other unassigned areas.
Material containing sharp protrusions shall be stored so it shall not constitute a personnel hazard. If this
is impractical, a protective barrier shall be erected.
Loaded cartons shall be stored on platforms and protected from moisture, collapsing and possible water
damage.
Material shall be stored adjacent to aisles and in a manner such that it shall be readily accessible and can
be safely removed.
Fire aisles, access to stairways and fire equipment shall be kept clear.
Heavier objects shall be stored as low as practical.
Approved ladders, platforms or other equipment shall be used as necessary for storing materials at
elevations above the waistline.
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Manual Lifting Hazards and General Requirements
The following are requirements for manual lifting:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.

21.

Manual handling is relatively safe if proper lifting and carrying positions are used. However, disregard of
accepted safe practices can result in serious injuries, often causing permanent disability. Hernias, back
strains, crushed feet and hands, broken bones, and lacerations are the more common results of poor
manual handling practices.
Factors that affect manual lifting include the weight of the object, the shape of the object, the size of the
object, and the location of the object.
Employees are expected to evaluate the hazards involved, including their personal weight lifting abilities,
and apply the proper lifting technique to safely lift the object.
Individuals who are restricted in lifting for medical reasons shall have a medical recommendation
available. Management is responsible for being aware of any limitation placed on their personnel.
Additional personnel may be required if the object is awkward, or too heavy for one person to easily lift
and carry.
If safe manual lifting is not possible, then lifting devices (i.e., forklifts, cranes, or other lifting devices) shall
be used.
Wearing of rings, jewelry, and loose clothing during handling operations is extremely hazardous, and
these items should, if possible, be removed before starting the task.
The route over which the load is to be carried shall be clear of obstruction and spillage. The carrier shall
make certain he/she has an unobstructed view of the direction in which he/she is moving.
Never try to lift beyond your strength, think before you lift, and request assistance if needed. Inspect the
load to decide how it should be grasped. Determine how to avoid sharp edges, pinch points, slivers,
slippery surfaces, and other things, which might cause injury. Leather gloves shall be worn when handling
sharp or rough objects.
Face directly towards the object to be lifted.
Move as closely as possible to the object.
Place feet securely, left foot center behind load and right foot to the right side of the load, or vice versa.
Bend at the knees to lower yourself.
Grasp underneath the object or by hand hold, keeping object as close to body as possible.
Keep back as straight and upright as possible.
Lift object by slowly straightening legs only.
Do not twist the body and lift at the same time.
If a heavy load is to be placed on a bench, place it on the edge to make the bench take part of the load
and then push forward with the arms or, if necessary, with part of the body in a forward motion.
In placing load on the floor from waist-high carrying position, knees should be bent, with back straight,
and load on the floor, lower it onto one corner or edge, or preferably onto blocks previously positioned to
receive the load, so as not to pinch fingers under the load.
When two or more people are carrying a load, they should use oral signals to coordinate their
movements. Before starting to carry any material together, each should decide on appropriate
emergency signal to be given if either grasp should slip or if load shall be released suddenly.
In carrying long objects, make certain that you shall not strike other persons or objects with the load. It is
preferable to have a person on each end of the load.
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22. Although experts disagree on the worth of back supports, two opinions remain constant. All agree
wearing a back support improperly could actually lead to injury, and that a back support will not allow an
employee to lift more weight than he/she could normally lift without the use of the support. Employees
shall not wear a back support unless they read and follow the instructions from the manufacturer to
ensure the support is worn properly. If employees are issued a back support, they should wear it during
manual handling.
Mechanical Handling General Requirements
The following are requirements for mechanical handling:
1.

Mechanical handling involves the use of many different types of lifting equipment and special purpose
vehicles. Mechanical handling equipment is intended to make the job easier and reduce the hazards of
manual material handling. However, unsafe conditions and/or use of equipment could increase the
danger of damaging materials and causing serious injury to personnel.
2. Each operator shall be instructed in the proper use of the equipment. The instruction shall include safe
operation, inspection, preventive maintenance, and material handling practices. Only authorized and
properly trained personnel shall be allowed to operate mechanical handling equipment.
3. Equipment shall be taken out of service for any of the following safety defects:
o Malfunctioning brakes
o Steering mechanism problems
o Control mechanism problems
o Warning device problems
o Inoperative lights
o Lifting mechanism problems
o Guard or tilt mechanism problems
o Fuel leaks
o Worn or damaged tires
o Damaged exhaust system
4. Personnel shall be prohibited from riding on all mechanical handling vehicles except where seats are
provided.
5. When the vehicle is loaded, the materials loaded shall not obstruct the view of the operator.
6. Load capacity shall not be exceeded. Material shall not be overstocked onto material handling
equipment. Secure materials in a manner to prevent sliding, tipping, or falling during transportation and
ensure visibility is not impaired. If visibility is impaired, the operator shall enlist an observer to assist in all
cases of restricted clearance or obscured visibility. The driver/operator shall be responsible for directing
the team effort and ensuring that safe procedures are implemented.
7. Equipment designed to be pushed shall not be pulled, except for maneuvering purposes.
8. Equipment designed to be pulled shall be limited to travel on horizontal surfaces with the operator facing
and moving in the direction of travel.
9. Operation of a vehicle shall be in a manner that provides complete control at all times. When parked, the
power shall be turned off and brake set. High rates of acceleration and deceleration shall be avoided.
10. Lifting of personnel with a forklift shall only be performed on an approved safety pallet. The pallet shall:
o Have a 4-inch toe board.
o Have expanded metal background to protect personnel from moving parts of forklift, (minimum
5 feet).
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o
o
o

11.
12.
13.

14.

15.
16.

Have mitered corners.
Have handrail on back guard.
Have safety chains or rails with top chain or rail 42 inches from the platform and a standard
midrail chain or rail, (enclosing all three open sides).
o Have chains for securing pallet to fork truck.
o Have a checker plate flooring to prevent slippage of pallet.
o Have a sign on the pallet with instructions prohibiting the movement of the forklift with
personnel on the safety pallet.
Only approved and load tested rigging equipment (slings, shackles, rings, chains, etc.) shall be used to lift
loads. Loads shall only be prepared and lifted by certified personnel.
An operator shall be assigned to each piece of equipment being used for each task.
An additional person not operating a piece of equipment shall be assigned when two or more pieces of
equipment are going to be used for a specific task. One of the individuals shall be assigned as task lead
for the project.
A pre-task briefing shall be conducted and documented for all operations using mechanical handling
equipment. For tasks involving more than one person, the identified task leader shall conduct the pretask briefing.
All crane and hoist operations that require a complex configuration lift shall have approved written
procedures and checklists.
Forklifts shall not be used in areas if the movement of the forklift increases the hazard.

Material Handling with Powered Industrial Trucks (Forklifts)
OSHA uses the phrase “powered industrial truck” (PIT) (commonly called a forklift) to refer to a whole range of
vehicles powered by electric motors or internal combustion engines that are used to move supplies and materials.
Any use of a PIT must be in accordance with the requirements and limits identified in the owner’s manual from the
manufacturer. Develop and document appropriate workplace specific rules and procedures, where required.
Maintain appropriate aisle spacing; consider the width requirements of the equipment, any approved aisle storage
and pedestrian aisle-width requirements.
Lighting (2 lumens per ft2) must be available or directional lighting must be provided on the vehicle.
Emergency eyebaths, and PPE requirements:







Battery Changing Areas:
Eye baths are required.
An alternative means of quick drenching (for example: a water hose or emergency shower) must also be
available in the event of a splash to the body.
The PPE required for this task are: safety glasses, gloves, apron, chemical face shield and steel toed safety
shoes.
Overhead cranes or hoisting equipment must be provided for changing batteries.
Flushing and neutralizing equipment must be provided to assist the spill response and clean-up to flush
any spilled electrolyte.
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PIT Vehicle Requirements:






Restraint systems such as seat belts must be worn at all times when operating PITs, equipped with such
devices.
Ensure that all equipment is inspected at the beginning of each user’s shift. Operators should look for
equipment operational deficiencies and other items that would impact the safe use and operation of the
truck. Use the inspection checklist form included with this program, or an equivalent document.
Ensure defective equipment is immediately removed from service (including all electric, mechanical and
hydraulic components) and repaired by authorized personnel.
Modifications to vehicles are not allowed without manufacturer’s written approval.

Truck Operations:














Trucks shall not be driven up to anyone.
People may not pass underneath raised forks, or any portion of the truck.
Only trained, licensed employees may drive or ride on PITs
Arms and legs (and other body parts) must remain inside the running lines of the PIT during operation and
movement.
When the operator dismounts from the vehicle, the load or forks must be fully lowered, the controls
neutralized and the brakes set. The power must be shut off if the vehicle is considered unattended (i.e.
operator is out of view of the PIT or more than 25 feet away).
Fire aisles, access to stairways and fire equipment shall be kept clear.
Operators are required to face the direction of travel, keeping a clear view of the travel path. If the load
being carried obstructs the forward view, the operator will travel with the load trailing. If ramps or
inclines > 10% are encountered, the driver will turn the load to the front to prevent the load from slipping.
Where possible, loads should be tilted back and raised only as far as necessary to clear the floor surface.
Under all conditions, the speed of the vehicle should be so that it can safely stop. Wet and slippery
surfaces must be considered when gauging the speed of the vehicle. Loose objects on the floor should be
avoided.
Horseplay is not permitted.

Records and Documentation:



Workplace specific training (initial and retraining) records. An Operator Evaluations Form must be
retained.
Training records for current operators must be retained for the duration they will operate the vehicle.
Records should be retained for 3 years after this point or until superseded by records for retraining.

Training and Information:


Initial Training must occur before operators are allowed to operate a PIT unsupervised, and such
operations may not endanger either the operations or the trainee.
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Refresher training must be provided to PIT Operators that is at least equivalent to the initial training when
the following occur:
o Operators are observed to operate the vehicle in an unsafe manner
o Operators are involved in an accident or near-miss incident
o Operator evaluations determine that retraining is required
o Operators are assigned to a different type of vehicle
o Conditions in the workplace change which impact the vehicle operation
Licensing (every 3 years):
o Formal performance evaluations must be conducted and documented at least every 3 years.
This evaluation should be “customized” by the area using the PIT, to include appropriate
workplace specific aspects of PIT operations. Documentation is required to be retained as a part
of the regulations. Evidence that the operator took the class (via sign in sheet or other similar
evidence) is not a substitute for a retained and documented Operator Evaluation Form. An
Operator Evaluation Form or equivalent must be used to document the evaluation.
o All operator training and evaluation shall be conducted by persons who have the knowledge,
training and experience to train powered industrial truck operators and evaluate their
competence in the workplace. A trained operator, who has knowledge of the application and
use of the PIT at the workplace, may be competent to perform the evaluation and training for
new operators.

Trucks
The following requirements apply to trucks:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The brakes of highway trucks shall be set and wheel chocks placed under the rear wheels to prevent the
trucks from rolling while they are boarded with powered industrial trucks.
Fixed jacks shall be necessary to support a semi-trailer and prevent up-ending during loading or unloading
operations.
Vehicles shall be parked with the emergency brake engaged and with the shift lever in “Park” for
automatics and in reverse for “stick-shift” vehicles.
The areas immediately behind and in front of vehicles shall be inspected before entering and starting
trucks. When backing out of tight spaces, the use of a "spotter" is encouraged.

Low-Speed Vehicles (0-40 mph)
A low-speed vehicle may be operated on streets where the posted speed limit is 35 miles per hour or less. This
does not prohibit a low speed vehicle from crossing a road or street at an intersection where the road or street has
posted speed limit of more than 35 miles per hour.
Low-speed vehicles must be equipped with headlights, stop lights, turn signal lights, tail lights, reflex reflectors,
parking brakes, rearview mirrors, windshields, seat belts, and vehicle identification numbers. Other Portable Tools
(Lifting Stands, Jacks, etc.)
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The following are requirements for other portable tools:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The operator shall make sure that the jack used has a rating sufficient to lift and sustain the load.
The rated load shall be legibly and permanently marked in a prominent location on the jack and casting,
stamping, or other suitable means.
In the absence of a firm foundation, the base of the jack shall be blocked. If there is a possibility of
slippage of the cap, a block shall be placed in between the cap and the load.
The operator shall watch the stop indicator, which shall be kept clean, in order to determine the limit of
travel. The indicator limit shall not be overrun.
After the load has been raised, it shall be cribbed, blocked, or otherwise secured at once.
All jacks will be thoroughly inspected at times, which depend upon the service conditions. Inspections
shall be not less frequent than the following:
o Prior to each use for signs of damage, deformation, or excessive rust.
o For jacks sent out of shop for special work, when sent out and when returned.
o For a jack subjected to abnormal load or shock, immediately after removal of the load.
o Jacks that are out of order shall be tagged accordingly, and shall not be used until repairs are
made.

Roles and Responsibilities
Management
1.
2.

Ensure compliance in their functional areas with the requirements in this procedure.
Ensure their personnel are trained and qualified to perform the task being assigned to them.

Employees
1.
2.
3.

Comply with the requirements in this procedure.
Assist Management in the performance of their responsibilities.
Review compliance with this procedure as part of annual safety, health, and facility assessments.

Definitions
Common Areas - The portion of a facility that is not part of a specific work area, (i.e. rest rooms, hallways, etc.).
Employee - Includes all permanent & temporary employees and Sub-contractor employees.
Free rigging - The direct attachment to or placement of rigging equipment onto a vehicle not specifically designed
by the manufacturer as lifting equipment or without the use of an approved lifting attachment.
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4.2 Hand and Power Tools
HAZARD RECOGNITION
Tools are such a common part of our lives that it is difficult to remember that they may pose hazards. All tools are
manufactured with safety in mind but, tragically, a serious accident often occurs before steps are taken to search
out and avoid or eliminate tool-related hazards.
In the process of removing or avoiding the hazards, workers must learn to recognize the hazards associated with
the different types of tools and the safety precautions necessary to prevent those hazards.

HAND TOOLS
Hand tools are non-powered. They include anything from axes to wrenches. The greatest hazards posed by hand
tools result from misuse and improper maintenance.

POWER TOOL PRECAUTIONS
Power tools can be hazardous when improperly used. There are several types of power tools, based on the power
source they use: electric, pneumatic, liquid fuel, hydraulic, and powder-actuated.
Employees should be trained in the use of all tools - not just power tools. They should understand the potential
hazards as well as the safety precautions to prevent those hazards from occurring.
The following general precautions should be observed by power tool users:











Never carry a tool by the cord or hose.
Never yank the cord or the hose to disconnect it from the receptacle.
Keep cords and hoses away from heat, oil, and sharp edges.
Disconnect tools when not in use, before servicing, and when changing accessories such as blades, bits
and cutters.
All observers should be kept at a safe distance away from the work area.
Secure work with clamps or a vise, freeing both hands to operate the tool.
Avoid accidental starting. The worker should not hold a finger on the switch button while carrying a
plugged-in tool.
Tools should be maintained with care. They should be kept sharp and clean for the best performance.
Follow instructions in the user's manual for lubricating and changing accessories.
Be sure to keep good footing and maintain good balance.
The proper apparel should be worn. Loose clothing, ties, or jewelry can become caught in moving parts.

All portable electric tools that are damaged shall be removed from use and tagged "Do Not Use."
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GUARDS
Hazardous moving parts of a power tool need to be safeguarded. For example, belts, gears, shafts, pulleys,
sprockets, spindles, drums, fly wheels, chains, or other reciprocating, rotating, or moving parts of equipment must
be guarded if such parts are exposed to contact by employees.
Guards, as necessary, should be provided to protect the operator and others from the following:





point of operation,
in-running nip points,
rotating parts, and
flying chips and sparks.

Safety guards must never be removed when a tool is being used. For example, portable circular saws must be
equipped with guards. An upper guard must cover the entire blade of the saw. A retractable lower guard must
cover the teeth of the saw, except when it makes contact with the work material. The lower guard must
automatically return to the covering position when the tool is withdrawn from the work.

SAFETY SWITCHES
The following hand-held powered tools must be equipped with a momentary contact "on-off" control switch: drills,
tappers, fastener drivers, horizontal, vertical and angle grinders with wheels larger than 2 inches in diameter, disc
and belt sanders, reciprocating saws, saber saws, and other similar tools. These tools also may be equipped with a
lock-on control provided that turnoff can be accomplished by a single motion of the same finger or fingers that
turn it on.
The following hand-held powered tools may be equipped with only a positive "on-off" control switch: platen
sanders, disc sanders with discs 2 inches or less in diameter; grinders with wheels 2 inches or less in diameter;
routers, planers, laminate trimmers, nibblers, shears, scroll saws and jigsaws with blade shanks <-inch wide or less.

ELECTRIC TOOLS
Employees using electric tools must be aware of several dangers; the most serious is the possibility of
electrocution.
Among the chief hazards of electric-powered tools are burns and slight shocks which can lead to injuries or even
heart failure. Under certain conditions, even a small amount of current can result in fibrillation of the heart and
eventual death. A shock also can cause the user to fall off a ladder or other elevated work surface.
To protect the user from shock, tools must have a three-wire cord with ground and be grounded, be double
insulated, or be powered by a low-voltage isolation transformer. Three-wire cords contain two current-carrying
conductors and a grounding conductor. One end of the grounding conductor connects to the tool's metal housing.
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The other end is grounded through a prong on the plug. Anytime an adapter is used to accommodate a two-hole
receptacle, the adapter wire must be attached to a known ground. The third prong should never be removed from
the plug.
Double insulation is more convenient. The user and the tools are protected in two ways: by normal insulation on
the wires inside, and by a housing that cannot conduct electricity to the operator in the event of a malfunction.
These general practices should be followed when using electric tools:





Electric tools should be operated within their design limitations.
Gloves and safety footwear are recommended during use of electric tools.
When not in use, tools should be stored in a dry place.
Electric tools should not be used in damp or wet locations.

POWERED ABRASIVE WHEEL TOOLS
Powered abrasive grinding, cutting, polishing, and wire buffing wheels create special safety problems because they
may throw off flying fragments.
Before an abrasive wheel is mounted, it should be inspected closely and sound- or ring-tested to be sure that it is
free from cracks or defects. To test, wheels should be tapped gently with a light non-metallic instrument. If they
sound cracked or dead, they could fly apart in operation and so must not be used. A sound and undamaged wheel
will give a clear metallic tone or "ring."
To prevent the wheel from cracking, the user should be sure it fits freely on the spindle. The spindle nut must be
tightened enough to hold the wheel in place, without distorting the flange.
Follow the manufacturer's recommendations. Care must be taken to assure that the spindle wheel will not exceed
the abrasive wheel specifications.
Due to the possibility of a wheel disintegrating (exploding) during start-up, the employee should never stand
directly in front of the wheel as it accelerates to full operating speed.
Portable grinding tools need to be equipped with safety guards to protect workers not only from the moving wheel
surface, but also from flying fragments in case of breakage.
In addition, when using a powered grinder:



Always use eye protection.
Turn off the power when not in use.

Never clamp a hand-held grinder in a vise.
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PNEUMATIC TOOLS
Pneumatic tools are powered by compressed air and include chippers, drills, hammers, and sanders.
There are several dangers encountered in the use of pneumatic tools. The main one is the danger of getting hit by
one of the tool's attachments or by some kind of fastener the worker is using with the tool.
Eye protection is required and face protection is recommended for employees working with pneumatic tools.
Noise is another hazard. Working with noisy tools such as jackhammers requires proper, effective use of hearing
protection.
When using pneumatic tools, employees must check to see that they are fastened securely to the hose to prevent
them from becoming disconnected. A short wire or positive locking device attaching the air hose to the tool will
serve as an added safeguard.
A safety clip or retainer must be installed to prevent attachments, such as chisels on a chipping hammer, from
being unintentionally shot from the barrel.
Screens must be set up to protect nearby workers from being struck by flying fragments around chippers, riveting
guns, staplers, or air drills.

GENERAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
Employees who use hand and power tools and who are exposed to the hazards of falling, flying, abrasive and
splashing objects, or exposed to harmful dusts, fumes, mists, vapors, or gases must be provided with the particular
PPE necessary to protect them from the hazard.
All hazards involved in the use of power tools can be prevented by following five basic safety rules:






Keep all tools in good condition with regular maintenance.
Use the right tool for the job.
Examine each tool for damage before use.
Operate according to the manufacturer's instructions.
Provide and use the proper protective equipment.

Employees and employers have a responsibility to work together to establish safe working procedures. If a
hazardous situation is encountered, it should be brought to the attention of the proper individual immediately.
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4.2

Fire Prevention Program

This is Sterling Spring’s Fire Prevention program. It meets all OSHA requirements and applies to all our work
operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

Purpose
The effects of fire in the workplace can be measured in pain, suffering and death. Therefore, the objective and
purpose of our Fire Prevention Program is to prevent personal injury and loss of life due to unwanted fire in the
workplace. This program describes the procedures to be taken to ensure employee safety from fire while at work.
The basic premise of this Fire Prevention Program is the protection of human life by the evacuation of all
employees from the workplace at the time of any fire emergency. In the event of a fire, the first and only
responsibility of each employee is self-protection. The person who first notices a fire should sound the alarm, and
then get out! Everyone must evacuate the premises as soon as the alarm goes off.
No employee should attempt to extinguish a fire by himself, no matter what the size of the fire. All employees
must be familiar with the location of the fire escape routes and the best route to safety. That will be accomplished
by both instruction and training, and by the posting of signs.
We recognize that the best way to protect our people from fires is to prevent fires. Therefore, a basic element of
our program is fire prevention. That objective will always be in place.
We have constantly strived for fire-proof structures to house our operations, the use of fire-proof materials and
equipment in our business, the installation of state-of-the-art fire suppression and extinguishing systems in all our
operations, and faithful cooperation with the local fire department and related authorities in all of their fire
prevention activities.

Administration
Management has the authority to make decisions and to implement changes in the program when they are
needed. All Site Supervisors will also have the following responsibilities:










Supervision of our Fire Prevention Program
Establishment of fire prevention training programs for employees
Coordinating code compliance with the local fire department
Establishing and rehearsing evacuation plans
Ensuring that fire suppression and alarm systems are properly installed, inspected, and maintained
Keeping advised of all applicable fire prevention regulations, recommendations and requirements and
advising affected supervisors and employees thereof as necessary
Regular inspection and evaluation of this Fire Prevention Program in order to determine its continued
effectiveness
Maintenance of equipment and systems that are installed to prevent or control ignitions or fires
Control of fuel source hazards
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Ensuring that employees are properly prepared to protect themselves against all fire hazards to which
they could be exposed and are aware of the evacuation requirement
Establishment of special procedures whenever they are needed to make certain that physically impaired
employees will promptly and safely evacuated in the event of a fire
Regular and proper maintenance (according to established procedures) of the equipment and systems
installed on heat producing equipment to prevent accidental ignition of combustible materials
Maintenance of required recordkeeping, filing of incident reports, regular review of the inspection logs
and fire incident reports, and initiation of timely corrective action

Fire Prevention and Protection
The key to fire prevention is anticipating, identifying, and eliminating fire hazards. Some of the biggest fire hazards
that we can identify can be eliminated or, at least minimized, through good housekeeping, proper control of
flammables, proper welding and cutting procedures, proper use and care of electrical and mechanical machinery
and equipment, and careful control of smoking and other ignition sources.
Good Housekeeping
Don’t let scrap and trash accumulate. Use trash cans, pick up oily rags, clean up oily deposits, and keep storage
areas neat. If there is nothing to burn, fire won't start. Also, don't block extinguisher and fire hose stations with
materials or equipment. In the event of a fire, such obstructions could add costly minutes to the extinguishing of a
fire.
Flammables
All paints, thinners, solvents, fuels, and combustibles must be properly stored. All flammable liquids must be in
approved safety cans. Solvents are provided and checked out in those cans and all unused solvent, as well as used
portions, should be returned to the proper storage area at the end of the workday. When working with solvents
and other flammables, stay away from flames, sparks, and heat generating sources. Rags that have been soaked
with flammables should be properly discarded.
Welding and Cutting
Before beginning, move all combustibles 35 feet away or move the work to a safe location. If neither of the
foregoing steps is possible, protect the exposed combustibles with suitable fire resistant barriers (i.e., welding
screen, fire cloth, or treated plywood), and provide a fire watch with extinguishing equipment readily available.
Electrical Components
Approximately one out of every four industrial fires is of electrical origin. Those fires are caused by short circuit
fault or by arcs and sparks from damaged or defective components. Care must be taken not to damage insulation
to plant wiring, cables, welding leads, and drop cords. Don't use plugs that are cracked or have the outer insulation
pulled away. Don't overload an outlet.
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Operators should be alert to the following:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Variations in the operating pressure and temperature of equipment from levels recommended by the
manufacturers.
Potential sources of ignition from cutting, welding, faulty wiring, friction (due to such factors as belts
operator at the wrong tension or poorly lubricated bearings) and mechanical sparks caused by the moving
metallic parts of a faulty or poorly maintained machine.
Corrosion of motor parts, or build up dust or lint around machinery.
Leakage of lubricants from motors or drip pans onto floors and walls.

Faulty Equipment
As part of the normal operating procedures, there will be regular inspection, maintenance and repair of equipment
including the equipment installed on heat producing equipment to prevent accidental ignition of combustible
materials.
The inspections will check for properly operating valves, electrical wiring and motors, ventilating, heating and air
conditioning equipment. Flues and vents must be kept free of dirt and combustibles. A strict maintenance
schedule will be observed for such items as motors, switches, wiring, fans, bearings, chains and conveyor belts.

Fire Protection Procedures
Employees must immediately report the existence of any of the things mentioned above as well as all other
potentially hazardous conditions to their supervisor. Preventing such conditions also requires adherence to the
schedule of regular periodic equipment inspection, maintenance, and testing that we have in effect. The
fundamental point to remember in all fire prevention activities is that all sources of combustion must be separated
from all sources of ignition.
In addition to those mentioned above, sources of combustion could be an undetected gas leak, a high
concentration of dust or flammable vapors, a flammable liquid spill, oil soaked rags, or improperly stored trash.
Ignition sources often are faulty electrical wiring, equipment or controls. Each of us must be constantly on the
alert for those things. As one reminder of that, we have included a self-inspection checklist as a part of our Fire
Prevention Program. It is included for use by everyone who works here. Anyone who is ever aware of any
potential fire hazard must immediately report it to his or her supervisor, and that supervisor must take whatever
action is necessary to eliminate the hazard.

Fire Exits
All fire exits are now and must continue to be prominently marked or illuminated in accordance with applicable
regulations. All emergency escape routes are posted so that they are readily observable and easily understood
and all employees must know them. No fire exit may ever be blocked, locked or obstructed when any employee is
on the premises. All exit routes must be clear and free of obstruction at all times.
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Fire Extinguishers
In order to control a fire resulting from one of the sources listed above, we have fire extinguishing systems and
portable fire extinguishers in places throughout the premises as required by applicable regulations and as
recommended by appropriate authorities. They are appropriate for the particular fire hazards that exist. They will
be regularly inspected and maintained as required by law and regulation. No one other than a person properly
trained and authorized for that purpose shall ever use or handle a fire-extinguishing device. No employee shall
ever disturb or tamper with any fire extinguisher.
Portable fire extinguishers will be subjected to monthly vision checks and annual maintenance checks. Each
extinguisher must be in the fully charged state during inspection or removal from service is required. Defected
equipment must immediately be replaced. A log will be kept with the annual maintenance data.

Self-Inspection Checklist




















Are combustible scrap, debris and waste materials (oily rags, etc.) stored in covered metal receptacles and
removed from the worksite promptly?
Is proper storage practiced to minimize the risk of fire including spontaneous combustion?
Are approved containers and tanks used for the storage and handling of flammable and combustible
liquids?
Are all connections tight on drums and piping that contain flammables or combustibles?
Are all flammable liquids kept in closed containers when not in use (e.g. parts cleaning tanks, pans, etc.)?
Are bulk drums of flammable liquids grounded and bonded to containers during dispensing?
Do storage rooms for flammable and combustible substances have explosion-proof lights?
Do storage rooms for flammable and combustible substances have mechanical or gravity ventilation?
Is liquefied petroleum gas stored handled and used in accordance with safe practices and standards?
Are 'NO SMOKING' signs posted on liquefied petroleum gas tanks and all places where potential fire
hazards exist?
Are liquefied petroleum storage tanks guarded to prevent damage from vehicles?
Are all solvent wastes and flammable liquids kept in fire-resistant, covered containers until they are
removed from the worksite?
Is vacuuming used whenever possible rather than blowing or sweeping combustible dust?
Are firm separators placed between containers of combustibles or flammables, when stacked one upon
another, to assure their support and stability?
Are fuel gas cylinders and oxygen cylinders separated by distance, fire resistant barriers, etc. while in
storage?
Are all fire exits properly marked?
Are the emergency escape routes prominently posted?
Are all exits and emergency escape routes clear and free from obstruction?
Are all employees familiar with required evacuation procedures and emergency escape routes?
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Are fire extinguishers selected and provided for the types of materials in areas where they are to be used?
They must conform to the following:
1.
2.
3.












Class A - Ordinary combustible material fires
Class B - Flammable liquid, gas or grease fires
Class C - Energized-electrical equipment fires

Are appropriate fire extinguishers mounted within 75 feet of outside areas containing flammable liquids,
and within 10 feet of any inside storage area for such materials?
Are extinguishers free from obstructions or blockage?
Are all extinguishers serviced, maintained and tagged at intervals not to exceed one year?
Are all extinguishers fully charged and in there designated places?
Where sprinkler systems are permanently installed, are the nozzle heads so directed or arranged that
water will not be sprayed into operating electrical switch boards and equipment?
Are 'NO SMOKING' signs posted where appropriate in areas where flammable or combustible materials
are used or stored?
Are safety cans used for dispensing flammable or combustible liquids at each point of use?
Are all spills of flammable or combustible substances cleaned up promptly?
Are storage tanks adequately vented to prevent the development of excessive vacuum or pressure as a
result of filling, emptying, or atmosphere temperature changes?
Are storage tanks equipped with emergency venting that will relieve excessive internal pressure caused by
fire exposure?

Fire Rules
The Alarm System
As soon as a fire starts, the alarm will sound. Our alarm gives the same familiar signal that is used in schools,
hospitals, movie theaters and other public places, a combination of bell, gong, whistle, horn and siren. It can be
heard everywhere in this facility.
Evacuation
When the fire alarm sounds, you must leave the premises at once by the safest, shortest route. Do not try to
complete what you are doing, perform any plant operations or try to save anything. Things can be replaced.
People can't. After leaving the premises, you must move away from the exit doors and avoid congregating in any
area where it may hamper emergency operations. As soon as you have successfully escaped harm, make sure that
fact is known to your supervisor. That will aid in accountability and avoid unnecessary rescue operations.
Emergency Escape Routes
Everyone on the premises must be familiar with our emergency escape routes and must use them in the event of a
fire. They are well marked in full compliance with applicable regulations.
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They are prominently posted throughout the facility. Everyone who works here now or in the future will be
instructed in the location and use of the emergency escape routes before beginning work. There are no fewer
than two emergency escape routes from every workstation. If the fire prevents the use of one such route, use one
of the others.
Rescue and Medical Duties
The local fire department will promptly respond to the fire alarm with firefighting equipment and ambulances, as
well as trained professionals who are prepared to carry out needed rescue and first aid operations. They can and
will obtain medical and hospital assistance for those who need it. Consequently, no employee of this company has
any rescue or medical responsibilities.
That is a job for the professionals. Each of us is obligated to get out of the way and let the professionals do the job
they are trained for. In the event that the rescue and medical people request information that they may need to
perform these responsibilities, however, we will provide it as fully and as accurately as possible.
Accountability Procedure
Once the evacuation is complete, all employees must be accounted for. That is the only way missing persons that
may need to be rescued can be identified. Each supervisor is responsible for making or obtaining a head count of
all employees in his unit as soon as an evacuation occurs, and making a report on the results to the next higher
level of authority. If there is any possibility that an employee who is missing or unaccounted for may still be in a
danger area, the on-site rescue people must be notified at once.

Training and Instruction
Training is important to assure that everyone clearly understands his or her role and can react properly without
delay. Each supervisor is responsible for assuring that each employee under his direction and control is familiar
with the alarm system, knows that he must evacuate the premises in the event office, and is familiar with the
emergency escape routes. In addition, employee training in fire prevention and control and all elements of this
program will be covered during periodic safety meetings and in the training that is provided under our Hazard
Communication Program.
Fire prevention training will be provided as follows:







For new employees during their indoctrination period;
For transferred or promoted employees if the job change includes a change in hazards, emergency duties
or emergency escape routes;
When new equipment or materials are introduced that could affect the response in an emergency;
When a fire drill or anything else indicates that employee performance needs improvement;
Whenever recommended or required by applicable authorities or insurance carriers;
Training will include at a minimum the potential fire hazards of the employees' jobs and the procedures
called for in our Fire Prevention Program.
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Fire Drills
Fire drills will be conducted from time to time in coordination with our local fire department. The objective of a
fire drill is to evaluate the thoroughness and effectiveness of our fire prevention program by testing it under
simulated conditions. All aspects will be tested such as:








The plan's practicality (structure and organization)
Communications (internal and external)
Emergency equipment effectiveness
Adequacy of detailed action plans
Emergency first aid and rescue procedures (including mass casualties)
Emergency personnel response
Dealing with the news media
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4.4 Welding Safety Program
This is Sterling Spring Welding Safety Program. It applies to all our work operations.
Management staff will be responsible for overall direction of the Safety Program.

Introduction
The following is Sterling Spring’s Welding Safety program. We have adopted this program in order to implement 29
CFR 1926 Subpart J - Welding and Cutting, the OSHA standards regulating welding, cutting and brazing.
Welding is the most common method of joining metals in industry today. When welded, two pieces of similar
metals are fused (melted) together. Once completed, the welded joint is as, strong or stronger than the pieces
from which the joint is formed. General hazards of welding include impact, penetration, harmful dust, smoke,
fumes, heat and light radiation. The proper PPE can protect you from these hazards.
Welders, cutters, and supervisor will be trained in the safe operation of their equipment, safe welding/cutting
practices, and welding/cutting respiratory and fire protection. All welding equipment will be inspected daily and
defective equipment will be removed from service, replaced or repaired, and re-inspected before being placed in
service.
Workers and the public will be shielded from welding rays, flashes, sparks, molten metal, and slag. Cable, hoses,
and other equipment will be kept clear of passageways, ladders, and stairways.

Ventilation and Protection
Ventilation refers to changes of room air as often as necessary to prevent welders and other workers from
breathing high levels of airborne contaminants. Ventilation is a means of providing adequate breathing air, and
must be provided for all welding, cutting, brazing and related operations. Information on Ventilation may be found
in 29 CFR 1926.353.
Adequate ventilation depends on the following factors:





Volume and configuration of the space where the welding operations occur
Number and type of operations that are generating contaminants
Natural air flow rate where operations are taking place
Locations of the welders' and other workers' breathing zones in relation to the contaminants or sources

Proper ventilation can be obtained either naturally or mechanically.
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